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April rain
provides
little relief

Researchers have had to go back to 1933 to find the last
time San Jose experienced an equally dry March.

degrees. Now it is in the low 50s,"
said Mike Swendner, a senior majoring in history, as he walked
across the wet grass Wednesday afternoon.
During the month of March and
By Jim Hart
the early part of April. San Jose
Daily staff writer
During the past six weeks, stu- along with the rest of the Bay area
dents have been enjoying basking have experienced temperatures
in the sun in between classes. markedly above normal.
Wednesday, cloudy and drizzly
"It was as hot as hell, I can tell
weather blanketed SJSU reminding you that much." Mark Burton, a
sun worshippers that, yes, the win- lecturer for the meteorology deter weather is not quite over.
partment said Wednesday, comIt sucks. Last week it was 93 menting on the unusually summer-

like conditions that prevailed before the recent storm.
Besides being hot, the month of
March was also unusually dry. Researchers have had to go all the
way back to 1933 to find the last
time San Jose experienced an
equally dry March.
Burton said the recent precipitation has been light and doesn’t offset the dry rainfall totals for this
winter.
"Rainfall couldn’t be that heavy
it’s not wet under the bushes."
Burton said Wednesday morning.

San Jose’s rainfall average is
13.70 inches a year. To date, San
Jose has received 8.31 inches, just
over 60 percent of normal.
Rainfall last year at this same
date was even lighter. at 7.66
inches.
Two consecutive dry years have
caused everybody from water resource managers to fire fighters to
worry about the threat of a drought
and possible fire danger this summer.
See RAIN. page 8

SJSU dancers chosen for European tour
Pair will visit
seven cities
By Kara Myers
Daily stall writer
Two SJSU students will dance
their way through Europe this summer with Extraordinary Students at
America (ESA) as part of the company’s "200 Years of American Song
and Dance" show.
San Jose area students Phillip
Robert James, Kim Kulp and Jerry
Hernandez have also been selected
to dance with the company this summer.
The company will perform in
"seven countries in seven weeks,"
beginning in June, said Hazel Whitman. a journalism student who was
accepted to the dance company.
The itinerary includes nine days at
intensive training. orientation and
rehearsals in Berlin. The subsequent
four weeks will be spent performing
in locations such as the Eiffel Tower
in Paris and the Crystal Palace in
London as well as other places in
Lucerne,
Amsterdam,
Brussels.
Innsbruck. Heidelberg and Munich.
Whitman and John Testa. an
SJSU dance major. competed for 50
positions against students from
across the country. Each student was
required to send a video audition
tape to ESA headquarters in Southern California.
Testa is a "very diligent student,"
said Benjamin Reyes. an SJSU
dance instructor and artistic director
for the Santa Clara Ballet Company.
"He is very eager to learn."
Testa, 24, has been dancing for
3 1/2 years. He started with the Stinnett Jan Studio in Campbell and has
danced at Evergreen College and
SJSU. He will be performing in

New design
comes in fifth
at bicycle race
By Suzanne De I.ong
Daily staff writer
Out of 31 competitors at the
Human Powered Vehicle (HPV)
Race this weekend at Sacramento
State University. "To Rude,"
SJSU’s recumbant bicycle, came in
fifth.
This was the Sixth Annual HPV
Race sponsored by the American Society of Mechanical Engineering.
This year. SJSU participated in its
fourth competition, which included a
men’s 20-mile road race, a women’s
10-mile road race, a sprint race to
demonstrate speed, a report and an
oral presentation.
Students and faculty involved
with the designing and building of
"To Rude" (dedicated to last year’s
"Mr. Rude") expected to place even
higher than fifth, because of past
achievements and the unique design
of SJSU’s bicycle. But a number of
problems kept them from realizing
their goal.

Although participation on the
HPV project and competition is totally voluntary. Kevin Li, a secondyear participant and a senior in mechanical engineering, was caught off
guard when the team’s only male
rider informed Li Wednesday night
that he might drop out of the race for
personal reasons.
The race was three days away.
When he heard the news Kevin
Sawyer, a participant for three years
and a graduate student in ME, immediately began recruiting possible replacements.
Sawyer found a replacement in
Mark Yoshida. a senior in ME.
Thursday morning.
Li said that without Yoshida "we
would have been screwed."
"The first time Mark ever rode a
bike with full fairing was 10 minutes
before the (sprint)" Saturday morning. said Ray Brindos. chief technician for the School of Engineering.
See BIKE, hack page

Seniors may face
ethical questions

Matthew E Durham

Daily staff photographer

51,1Sr dance ma jor John I esta st retching al I he harre to w arm -tip before his ballet midterm

Keyes production ot ’ ’Sleeping
Beauty" at Foothill College on Memorial Day weekend.
He said his "all-American look
and good stage presence" got him
the position.
Whitman, 29. started dancing in
junior high school and studied dance

New bypass eases
commuter hassle
Ity Mini Parkin
Daily staff writer
Commuting is about to become

easier in San Jose. Route 87 is opening near Taylor Street off of the 280
Julian Street exit Friday.
Every day, 31.000 drivers travel
over the Route 87/Guadalupe Parkway link between Interstate 280 and
U.S. 101. Now, the ride will he
much quicker.
The cost of the I .7 -mile segment
is $38 million.
The extension of Route 87 will
help the students who want access
into the downtown area, the San Jose
International Airport. and a more
convenient drive to 101 north from
280.
The freeway will be opened in a
ceremony presided over by San Jose
Mayor Tom McEnery at 10:30 a.m.
Antique fire trucks will carry council
members over the new road. Congkssmen and city leaders are also
expected to participate.
The road will he open to the public io time for the evening commute.
The freeway is a result of a two and -a-half year contract with Raisch
Construction Company who were
able to build the extension on time
and within budget.
Most of the funding for the project
was provided by the San Jose Redevelopment Agency who contributed
$33.9 million. The State Department
of Transportation contributed another $4 million.
Jan Berry. public information officer for the city of San Jose, said
city officials hope to completely join
101 and 280 through a Route 87 interchange in the future. DeleuwCathers Engineers will be doing a
30-month environmental study on
the impact of the proposed link.
"No one can speculate when (the
completed link) will be done, but
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at SJSIJ.
She said the "line that my height
(6 feet) can create on stage" and her
leadership ability probably were factors in her selection.
"The tour provides an exciting
opportunity to learn and to exchange
my culture with people in other

Bowl-a-thon
benefits
vaccination
research
Serena Criffith
Daily staff writer

Bay area kids and SJSU students
will team up this weekend to fight
polio in third world countries, but
their weapons are not needles and
syringes.
They are using bowling balls.
The Rotaract Club, a new campus
community service organization,
will team its members with children
from the Santa Clara County Children% Center in a howl-a-thon Saturday in the Student Union howling
alley. The teams will bowl two
games each for sponsorship money
and all proceeds will be given to a
worldwide polio vaccination project.
The project is called "Polio
Plus." said Rotaract member Ken
Westenskow, and its goal is to vaccinate everyone in the world against
the crippling disease by 1994. Efforts focus on third world countries.
where they hope to offer the vaccination shots for no charge.
Rotoract members are looking forward to joining the kids this weekend.
"I think it will be great." said Rotoract Treasurer Sarah Morrison.
this new section of Route 87 should "It’s fun to help other people."
help the commute quite a bit," Berry
She will he responsible for keepsaid.
ing track of the sponsorship funds
She said they would be looking gathered at the function.
into fuming options whle the enviWestenskow called the howl -a ronmental study is being completed.
than "a great way to help other peo"We hope to get $20 milllion ple.
from redevelopement monies and
"I know it sounds humanitiarian.
$20 million from the State Depart- but I’m a typical college student. and
ment of Transportation," Berry
1 benefit from this, too," he said.
See OPENING. page 8
See BOWL. hack page

The freeway will be
opened in a
ceremony presided
over by San Jose
Mayor Tom
McEnery.

countries.- Whitman said.
"I feel it will he a great experia chance to perform for a dience
versified audience at the same
time." Testa said.
ESA is a non-profit organization
that takes its "All American" shows
to people around the world.

By Mike I.ewis
Daily steal writer
SJSU’s graduating seniors may be
asked to consider the following hypothetical situation at their commencement addresses in the near future:
The Granola Factory is offering
you a job in its marketing department. It’s a good opportunity but
since the company is small, the starting salalry is $18.000 annually. The
company is considered environmentally responsible because of the
seeming lack of negative social impact its product has.
On the same day, Valley Chemical Company is offering you a similar job. but the starting salary is
$30,000. This company has been accused of dumping toxic waste into
areas that could be hazardous to the
health of local residents.
How would you make the decision
about which job to take? Is the primary deciding issue the money of

Analysis
the nature of the company that will
be employing you?
This is the question being posed to
the graduating seniors at Humboldt
State University. Since last year. seniors have had the option of signing
a statement that promises they will
consider the social and environmental impact of their prospective job
and employer before taking a job.
The statement is called "The Voluntary Graduation Pledge of Social
and Environmental Responsibility,"
and it has arrived at SJSL sia the Associated Students Board of Directors.
A.S. President Michael McLennan kris the statement is a positive
move.
"Signing a resolution like this is
just a step to get individuals thinking
about the social implications of any
See QUESTION. hack page

S.U. Cafeteria’s new look
could win two students $150
By Katarina Jonholt
Daily staff writer
Enchiladas and fried rice may
spice up the eating habits of students when Mexican and Oriental
food sections are added to the Student Union Cafeteria.
The cafeteria will undergo extensive remodeling and will he
closed all summer, said Charles
Black, manager of Spartan Shops
Food Services.
When it opens in the fall. "it
will be unrecognizable" with
black and white an -deco design
and checkered floors. Black said.
The company will advertise for
"authentic cooks." he said, meaning someone who has had experience preparing Mexican and
Oriental cuisine.
A contest has been announced to

name the new food stations. The
person who comes up with the
"catchiest, most original and creative" name for each section will be
awarded $150. Black said.
There will also be prizes for the
first runners-up. Others who turn
in clever suggestions may receive
free ice cream or deli sandwiches.
Entries must be submitted to the
food service office behind the grill
in the cafeteria before 5 p.m..
April 22.
The entries will he judged by a
panel consisting of two Spartan
Shops representatives. one from
the Associated Students and one
student. The results will be announced a week later.
The remodeling project will cost
at least $250.0(X) and will be financed by the fixxf service.

"The university. isn’t going to
fund any of this.
Black said.
"We’re a non-profit corporation.
Any profits that we do make go
back into the university in any way
the (Board of Directors) sees fit."
The amount could go as high as
$400.000 if the board decides to
not only remodel the food stations,
but the seating area as well.
The Mexican lOod station will
be in the corner where hot entrees
are currently sold. A wall will be
removed and the Union Deli will
move into the back room to give
room for the Oriental food station.
The grill will he renovated.and
the Salad Station will move into
the general cafeteria area. Only the
ice cream fountain will he left
See CONTEST. page .44

’Sadness’ premieres this weekend
By Laura M. Lukas
Daily staff writer
Strange sounds emanate from the Music Building. Is
it the final cataclysm or the Rec Center construction
workers?
It’s both, wrapped up into a package called Sadness
Without Brains.
This avante-garde music group was created last summer "somewhere on the road between King City and Atascadeni." according to hand members Eric Gauen and
Larry Wendt.
Gatzert. an SJSU graduate student, got together with
Wendt, a technician with the music department, through
his part-time technical work with the department.
Sadness Without Brains’ sound is an effort to "explore new sound sources," Wendt said. These sources
range from small hand tools, scrap metal, radio, explosions, and Rec Center construction.
Gatzert said that a lot of the music involves background tapes of industrial noises, obscene phone calls,
radio and, according to guest performer and SJSU music

instructor Allen Strange. "the sound of dying frogs.’’
All the sounds produced are then run through electroacoustic instruments that can distort industrial sounds
into melody or melodic voices into something Mephistophelean
In addition to the sounds, the hand uses visual aids to
"give people something to look at," Gatzen said. There
will he costumes, subtle acting, slides and various props
to enhance the sound; for instance, huge switches that
detonate explosions.
Strange said that Sadness Without Brains uses a form
of music called "Musique Concrete, the beginning of
modern electronic music." But this hand sounds distinct
because of its European style.
"Our sound is industrial metallic and
repetitive
mechanical sounds," Wendt said. "There are guidelines
we follow (when we play). but it’s experimental. too."
"We’re curious what it will sound like.- Gatzert
said.
See MUSIC page 8
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Sticky issues over our heads
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and Mass Communications

next? We have had so many major inwhat
conveniences visited upon the campus and
students of SJSU that the possibility of :
conspiracy seems less unlikely every day. The aca.
demic atmosphere at SJSU is a joke.
Last year there was Project ’88 and the Rec
Center, with gave us the unique experience of enjoying the inovative use of a pile-driver to bounce
students out of their seats at irregular intervals during the day. Who can forget that mind -numbing
slam, slam, slam, and the infernal stentch and earsplitting roar of those giant rigs? Certainly not the
poor students in the classrooms which either stifled
with the windows closed, or reverberated from the
din.
Professors complained, "We can’t teach with
this distraction," but the pounding went on. and the
classes went on.
"Good morning (blang-klunk) homework will
be due (blang-klunk) and don’t forget (blang-klunic)
on those term papers."
What could have been the rationale for such inconceivably bad planning as to have this going on
.
during class sessions?
Was there a conscious decision made that such
activities would result in an acceptable level of discord? Who talked this over, and who gave the goahead?
Could it all have been caused by
(da...da...daaa) our own university president?
Maybe. And maybe the whole thing went something like this:

Since 1934

Secrets, silence
mar Rec Center

c !eel that SJSU students are getting a
raw deal by being asked to pay fee increases without even knowing what the
money is being used for. Now the students’ one
source, the media. may have been cut off.
Tuesday, Student Union Director Ron Barrett called the Daily to cancel an interview on
the Rec Center. "If you want any more
statements we’ll issue them at the board meetings," Barrett said.
This comes as no surprise.
Throughout the calamitous history of the
Rec Center. Barrett. the project’s "front
man,
has
appeared to be secreEditorial
tive, elusive, and
misleading. His recent refusal to speak with the press when the
Rec Center may be up to $10 million overbudget is par for Barretes course.
It has always been more important to the
administration to promote the Rec Center than
to level with students.
Students have a right to know immediately
how much the Rec Center is going to cost, and
precisely what funding alternatives to a fee increase the SJSU administration is exploring.
Someday someone may appear to do a complete investigation of the Rec Center, and all
the secrets may be revealed. Professional Management Associates is obviously not the firm to
do that. Its unwillingness to completely investigate anyone but Roebbelen Construction leaves
too many stones unturned.
All major players need to be scrutinized.
"It’s not the appropriate time to start pointing
fingers," Executive Vice President J. Handel
Evans has’ said. Perhaps. But openness in the
Rec Center situation is long overdue. Unfortunately, the administration still believes its own
propaganda about the Rec Center. and still vehemently resists being honest about the project.
The administration is concerned that the
truth about the Rec Center will anger students
and make SJSU look bad. What they don’t
seem to realize is that a cover-up infuriates students and makes the school look horrible.
We don’t know who will unravel all the
Rec Center’s problems. We do know that other
press, including the San Jose Mercury News,
has taken a recent interest. We recommend to
Barrett that he be more open with the facts.
The students, many of whom will probably
be paying increased fees in order to pay for the
multi -million dollar white elephant at Seventh
and San Carlos streets, deserve to know how,
why. and who’s responsible for the cost overruns and mismanagement of the project.
When all the secrets are revealed, something that happened in a closed session of the
Student Union Board of Directors Tuesday may
prove to have been a big, big mistake.
Barrett got a new five-year contract.
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African press still under the gun
This week’s crackdown on the
press by government authorities in
Liberia shows how ultra -sensitive
the administration is in dealing with
critical reporting about its conduct.
This signifies the absence of a free
press and free speech in Liberia because it is the government that measures what is fair game for journalists.
On April 6, the government resumed its crusade against the independent press by first banning the
SunTimes newspaper and detaining
one of its reporters in a military
camp for linking a government official to a corruption scandal at the
special anti-terrorist unit.
This went down bard with the
press union of Liberia, which was
contemplating an audience with the
president, Samuel Doe, or a legal action against the government for jailing a member without trial when a
second major newspaper. Footprints
Today. was shut down by the government. All five top editors, including Sackor Sirleaf, the publisher of
the paper, and Isaac Bantu, a BBC
correspondent in Liberia, have been
detained at the post stockade, another military detention camp in
Monrovia.
The government closed Footprints
Today for publishing a letter in the
reader’s forum. "Strange things are
happening," in which the author
raised concerns about increasing tension in the country due to: an attempted coup last month: a wave of
mass arrests and detentions: secret
executions and a crackdown on the
Liberian press for exposing corruption in high places.
The government has alleged that
the letter was written by the editor of
the paper under an assumed name.
In addition to the detention of the
six journalists and the closing of the
two independent newspapers. the

Joe S. Kappia
government has .14
all public ollicials and agencies not to advertise in
any private newspaper.
In response to these draconian
measures. aparently aimed at choking the Liberian press to death, the
last outspoken newspaper on the
streets. the Daily Observer, itself
closed five times in seven years. has
declared a week of mourning and a
news blackout for the private press
in the country. Other minor papers
have rallied to the support of the Observer.
Since Doe came to power in a
bloody military coup in 1980. the
government -press connection has always been sour.
Military authorities would judiciously submit today as a "free
press." would be ruthlessly taken
away tomorrow as abuse of that freedom. Their promise to uphold the
freedom of the press led to the emergence of several private newspapers
in the country. Doe’s appeal to the
press to expose rampant corruption
in both high and low places was
taken to heart by journalists and soon
opened a floodgate of exposed corruption nurtured by government officials.
The press soon put the ball back in
Doe’s court, but he struck back by
closing newspapers, detaining journalists. charging illegal tines. de-

porting foreign journalists, burning
newspaper and magazine issues
thought to be critical of the regime.
dismissing public servants who
make statements to the press without
authority, and threats to printers
warning them not to work for private
newspapers.
Worst of all, the military government passed a notorious decree making it a criminal offense to criticise a
government official, an act punishable by detention without trial.
The 1986 Constitution, which
converted military rulers into ’civilian’ leaders after a rigged election,
calls for from Of the press. and of
speech, without curtailment by any
governmenOttifficial. It also calls fin
the due process of law in taking a redress. It is also unconstitutional to
detain a civilian in a military camp.
But who interprets the constitution?
Liberia is supposed to be tasting
the fruits of a democracy she copied
from her foster-parent: America. But
the fruit tastes bitter and has thus decided to uproot its foundations by
scraping freedom of the press and of
speech from national vocabulary and
later, presumably. from the constitution.
That is the motive behind the
crackdown on the independent press:
to silence the majority and any possible sources of dissent.
The newspap’ers have not relented
in their efforts to make democracy
work in Liberia by providing alternative ideas to the ones presented
through government information
channels.
A free press is an indispensable
factor for national stability, progress
and happiness in Liberia. It is also a
yardstick which investors use to
measure investment climate within a
region and thus its preservation in
Liberia is overdue.

Letters to the Editor
SJSU isn’t apathetic
Editor.
I have followed the dialogue about
student apathy in the Spartan Daily
with a lot of interest. SJSU does
seem, to have a reputation for unconcern about social/global issues. I
have found this reputation to he undeserved.
Students here are interested and
idealistic about issues like Central
America. AIDS, apartheid, nuclear
weapons, poverty and the environment. We are busy, of course, as
students are always busy. (Who
isn’t?) But I believe the bottom line
for most is that they are willing to allocate some of their time to causes
they believe in beyond their career
and social life.
A tangible way to express these
convictions is coming up. On April
30. the SSJSU SANE/FREEZE is
sponsoring SJSU participation in the
annual march and rally in San Francisco protesting U.S. intervention in
Central America, U.S. support for
South African apartheid, and supporting a reversal of the nuclear arms
race. On May 8, we will be traveling
to Nevada to participate in the protest against nuclear testing. SANE/ FREEZE encourages any SJSU student. faculty or staff member to join
in these protests. Not only will your
participation be a tangible expression of your convictions, it will also
help reverse the impression that your
school is apathetic about these is-

sues.

Jur r, T. Lawler
.raduate Student
I nclas011ed

Check those spellings
Editor.
I was once an executive secretary
before attending college and never
once did a memo, letter or piece of
correspondence leave my office with
a person’s name misspelled. When
in doubt of the spelling, I checked
with people who knew the person.
called the company the person
worked for, or called that person.
This action came from the use of
common sense, courtesy, and only a
high school diploma.
In Monday’s article, "Banquet
honors
SJSU
students,"
Dr.
Aberle’s name appears three times as
Dr. Aberly. What level of education
does the staff of the Daily have to
achieve before common sense and
courtesy are used and someone there
thinks to pick up the phone and call
administration, the Business School
or Dr. Aberle himself and get the
correct spelling.
Dr. Aberle is retiring this semester
after dedicating 41 years to SJSU
the least the Daily can do is to dedicate one minute to getting his name
spelled right.
Lori Perry
Senior
Marketing

upon a time, in the land of SJSU. there
Once
vs as an evil queen, who ruled an unhappy
race of people called students.
The queen, whose name was Gail -baby, sat in
her gilded tower. grumbling. "These students are
always complaining." she told her magic mirror.
"I don’t want to hear any more complaints."
"Gail -baby." the mirror replied."you need an
unlisted number."
"I can’t do that." the nasty monarch said,
"how would all the important politicians and
alumni call?"
The mirror considered. "How about we give
these students a new phone system so they’ll have
to figure out how to dial the new numbers before
they can start calling you again."
"Check it out, you could even make the new
phones not work so you’ll have peace and quiet for
that much longer," said the malevolent mirror.
"Wait, this is great." Gail -baby cackled, "we
,iin cut off the old numbers right in the middle of
the semester, screw up everything, and really drive
them nuts." And thus was born the new phone system. with-tele-mail. machines trying to sound like
humans and all the really high-tech gismo’s so dear
to a techno-junkie’s heart.
The poor students and faculty learned to take
even this disruption in stride in their quest to give
and receive a quality education. In the tower. Gail baby was livid.
"Raise the fees," she roared. "we’ll make it
too expensive to conic here, and, take away more
parking spaces." Even this could not drive away
the students, so eager were they to get their coveted
education.
"What now, what now," she moaned as she
wrung her hands and paced about her rooms. The
mirror thought and thought. "Gail -baby, let’s pour
boiling oil on them.’’ the mirror said.
"Yeah, and we can start right down there at
Morris Dailey where those little monsters bother
me the most." she chuckled.
Thus, the third great plague was visited on the
poor inhabitants of SJSU-land. And on the roofs of
many of the halls and buildings there came the
dreaded sound of workers, and the students quailed
in fear. The workers bubbled the evil brew, adding
pebbles and other horrible ingredients, and finally
there poured forth from the the cauldrons of the
workers a choking, gagging mixture. The poor lec
turers and students suffered headaches and nausea:
Through the warming days of spring the torture
continued. The wails of her subjects gradually died
away. The students began to look forward to their
annual escape. called summer vacation, when they
could leave-SJSU land, to try for jobs. and other
ways to raise the money, so they would be permitted to return, and keep working for their educations.
Maybe somewhere there is a land where such .
things as repairs and renovations happen only in the
summer, when fewer students will be effected, but
not at SJSU. This university seems only to care .
about making money. and wouldn’t you know,
they’re not very good at that either.
What’s next, close San Carlos Street while at ;
the same time blocking off all the garage entrance?
"I’ll get you my prettys, and your little grades%
.
too.’’
Russ Bagged) is the Assistant Forum page :
editor. He was caught napping last Friday so
Russ Never Sleeps is appearing today. Look rot
this column in its usual Nionda space next
.
week.

Forum Policy

.’

The Spartan Daily would like to hear Iron)
you our readers
.
Your ideas, comments. criticisms and sugges:
lions are encouraged. By listening to our reader,
we can better serve the campus community.
.
Letters to the editor can be on any topic. How:
ever personal attacks and letters in poor taste wilj
not be published.
.
All letters may be edited for length or libel;
Letters must bear the writer’s name, major, phone
number and class level.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on the second
floor of Dwight Bentel Hall or to the Studeni
Union information desk.
Editorials are the opinion of a majority of the
Spartan Daily Editorial Board. They run without a
byline and appear in the upper left corner.
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American interventions

U.S. in Panama:
Marines fire back
PANAMA CITY. Panama (AP) About 100
U.S. Marines engaged in a two-hour firelight Tuesday night with about 40 unidentified intruders at a
military fuel tank farm in a jungle area, a U.S. military spokesman said Tuesday.
Col. Ron Sconyers, chief public affairs officer for
the U.S. Southern Command, told a news conference
there were no apparent injuries on either side in the
second reported incident of its kind in two days at the
tank farm in Howard Air Force Base.
The firelight took place at the Arriajan Tank
Farm, an 800-acre depot where a Marine was shot and
killed Monday night while investigating what U.S.
officials called a suspected break-in by six to eight
camouflaged men.
A Defense Department spokesman in Washington
said the victim appeared to have been shot accidentally by fellow Marine guards, but suggested the incident was sparked by the intrusion of Panamanian military personnel.
Calling them "rash and irresponsible accusations." the Panamanian government Tuesday night
rejected the Pentagon spokesman’s statements as "totally false and stupid" and aimed at justifying "a military intervention."
Sconyers said a 12 -man Marine patrol "reported
receiving fire" at about 7:35 p.m. EDT Tuesday
"from a location where they had observed an estimated 40 to 50 unauthorized personnel."
"The Marines returned the fire. Sporadic firing
continued for about two hours," Sconyers said.
Sconyers said the Marine patrol summoned reinforcements, who engaged the intruders in small

arms fire followed by three "high explosive mortar
rounds" at their suspected positions and illuminated
the area with aerial flares.
Sconyers said the intruders were wearing dark
uniforms and "had some kind of military hats," but
declined to identify them as members of the Panamanian Defense Forces.

America will aid Afghans
WASHINGTON (AP)
Defense Secretary
Frank C. Carlucci reiterated Wednesday that under an
accord ending the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan.
the United States will continue aiding the Afghan rebels while the Soviet Union supplies weapons to the
Marxist government.
"We have negotiated what we call positive symmetry with the Soviets," Carlucci said on ABC-TV’s
"Good Morning America." "That is to say if they
continue their aid to the puppet government, we will
continue our aid to the freedom fighters."
Under the U.S.-Soviet agreement, which Secretary of State George Shultz will sign in Geneva on
Thursday. the Kremlin will begin withdrawing its
115.000 soldiers from Afghanistan on May IS.
The rebels have rejected the peace pact and have
vowed to continue fighting. Under a compromise
with Moscow, the United States will continue sending
weapons to the rebels, while the Kremlin continues
pnwiding arms to the Marxist government.
Pakistan. which delivers supplies, including U.S.
Stinger missiles, to the rebels, has agreed not to interfere in Afghan affairs, according to the agreement.
Carlucci, asked if there would be a problem in
funneling aid to the rebels in light of Pakistan’s assurance of non-interference. said:
"The agreement is that their will be positive symmetry, and if aid to the Soviet puppet regime continues, we will be able to continue our aid. We will be
able to work that out."

Reagan ‘Speakes’ out
against recent book
WASHINGTON (AP)
President Reagan said Wednesday he was
not aware until recent days that his
former spokesman, Larry Speakes.
had attributed statements to him that
he did not make.
Reagan, answering a question at a
meeting of the American Society of
Newspaper Editors, also branded a
new book by Speakes, in which he
describes the practice, a "kiss-andtell" volume of " fict ion . "
His remarks conflicted with a
statement by Speakes. in an interview on Tuesday, that after fabricating the quotations he told the president that he had done so.
The president was asked by ASNE
President Katherine Fanning. editor
of the Christian Science Monitor,
whether he approved, of what
Speakes says he did.
, .

"I was not aware of that and just
learned of it recently as all of the rest
of you did, and I can tell you right
now that I have no affection for these
kiss-and-tell books that are being
written and I find it entirely fiction,"
he said.
Reagan also made an oblique reference to the Speakes controversy in
a speech to the editors before he answered questions.
After referrring to a previous
speech that he had made. Reagan
said, "That’s one of the nice things
about this job. You get to quote
yourself shamelessly, and if you
don’t. Larry Speakes will."
Earlier, former presidential press
secretaries said they were astonished
by Speakes revelation and at least
one of them said he ’wondered why
Reagan did nothing about it:

Toyotas, Volkswagen
favorites of car thieves
SACRAMENTO (AP) Nearly
a quarter-million vehicles were stolen in California during 1987. 11
percent more than the year before,
with thieves targeting Toyotas.
Volkswagen bugs and Datsun 210
sedans as their favorites.
The California Highway Patrol reported Tuesday that the 231.452 stoabout one out of
len vehicles
every 99 vehicles registered in the
worth an estimated
state were
S1420 million.
The sharpest increase in vehicle
thefts was reported in San Diego
County. with 35.5 percent more than
in 1986. Los Angeles County reported the largest number of vehicles
stolen. 107,414.
. Personal truck thefts climbed
sharply to 62.507. more than 22 percent higher than the year before. Automobile thefts were up nearly 9 percent, to 143.279.
"The one bright spot in these statistics was the recovery rates, which
were 88.6 percent for all vehicles
and 92.9 percent for automobiles."
said CHP Commissioner James E.

’The one bright spot
in these statistics
was the recovery
rates, which were
88.6 percent for all
vehicles and 92.9
percent for
automobiles.’
James E. Smith.
CHP commissioner
Smith.
The eight most commonly stolen
cars, in order, are Toyota Celica ST.
Toyota Corolla, Volkswagen hug.
Datsun 210, Chevrolet Camaro.
Toyota Corona, Oldsmobile Cutlass
and Mazda RX7.
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Iran-Contra affair defendants
looking for spring 1989 trial
WASHINGTON (API -- La% yers for Oliver L. North and three
other Iran -Contra criminal defendants say they won’t be ready for
trial until March 1989, after President Reagan leaves office.
In the first pre-trial hearing in the
case, the defense team’s proposed
schedule was sharply at odds with
that of independent counsel Lawrence E. Walsh. who said he would
be prepared for trial this July.
The dispute Tuesday left the matter to U.S. District Judge Gerhard A.
Gesell, who demanded a tight pretrial schedule, but warned there may
be no case at all unless thousands of
government documents are declassi
lied and made available to the de
fense.
The nearly four hours of court
room arguments were devoted entirely to legal questions that were
crucial to the case, hut far removed
from the web of covert operation,
and multimillion -dollar financial
transactions detailed in the 23 -count
indictment.
Gone was the drama of the March
24 arraignment. when former National Security Council staffer
North: ex -National Security Adviser
John M. Poindexter: retired Air
Force Maj. Gen. Richard V. Secord.
and his business partner, Albert
Hakim, pleaded innocent to the
charges.
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$400 REBATE
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for Graduating Seniors
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SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
STUDENT MOBILIZATION AGAINST AIDS
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Studio Lounger
Tine frame 6’ cotton futon
easily converts from a couch,
to a lounger, to a bed.

916 S. Bascom Ave.
(408)293-3355
San Jose
(3 bl ocks south of Hwy. 280)

Elegant Lace Has It Ali
IN For your Predge Dance

"ry,

From Minis and. Bubbles to
Lam& and Sequins to
Straight andStinky

10 96 ’Discount
on aff dresses
Please present your
SYS, Student ’Body
cord or bring in ais
coupon at time of
purchase to receive
the discount.

FUNDED BY SJSU ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

Elegant Late
5353 Almaden Exp. 05, San Jose, 95118
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APRIL 21, 1988 8 PM $15.00 BENEFIT PERFORMANCE FOR
STUDENT MOBILIZATION AGAINST AIDES, TRI-LINGUAL AIDS EDUCATION
PROJECT; STUDENT HEALTH ADVISORY COMMITTEE - PEER AIDS
EDUCATION PROGRAM; MINORITY AIDS PROJECT OF SANTA CLARA
COUNTY. AFTER PERFORMANCE RECEPTION AND CONVERSATION WITH
DIRECTOR AND ACTORS.
APRIL 22, 23 & 24, 1988 8PM MOO
APRIL 24, 1988 4PM $4.00
April 21 & 23 - Performances also done in American Sign Language
Canterbury of New Zealand
is going to get you hooked on

SAN FRANCISCO 49ers
VS.
CHICAGO BEARS

"71efrif,f4Refiww,fakisfter
When you purchase the worlds
toughest rugby iersey. we will
give you a pair of the worldi
toughest rugby shorts
FREE. A $23.00 value
of the most comfortable
100% cotton twill short
you will ever own.
Offer good throwt
April 30th 1988.

BENEFIT BASKETBALL GAME

$7.50 general seating
$10.00 reserved seating
$25.00 reserved seating and player reception.

Neelonel Account Tweet**,
Lna Fianna Jon Huard Joe Marquis Monique
Shinn
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SELECTION OF:
FRAMES
FUTONS
COVERS
PILLOWS
FEATHERBEDS

DIRECTED BY MICHAEL KEARNS; PRODUCED BY JIM WALTERS;
WRITTEN BY REBECCA RANSON; ASSISTANT DIRECTOR RUSTY KR ANSK
PRODUCTION ASSISTANT KEITH PERRAULT
LIGHTING AND A/V CONSULTANT JAN LOPEZ

Artiste
Kaaren Begg Kyle Coffey Ida Gambian I na I en
Charene Luke Richard Martinet Me* Reed
Sheila Schkryer Ben Stegner’s Sincy Tierney Jon
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ersary Sale!
off EVERYTHING
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WARREN

Saturday, April 16, 1988 - 2:00 pm
Santa Clara University - Toso Pavilion
Santa Clara, California

Produclket Monter.

April 25 hearing that will give an indication of whether Walsh’s evidence is fully admissible.
All the delendants except Secord
were given congressional immunity
to testify before the Iran -Contra
committees last summer.
The law prohibits Walsh from
using the compelled congressional
testimony of North. Poindexter and
Hakim as evidence against them.
Poindexter lawyer Richard XX
Beckler told Gesell. "I don’t really
see a trial actually starting before
March of next year."

PRESENTS
PREMIERE RAY AREA PERFORMANCE
OF

Account Tweellueic
Deanne Berton John Burke Kimberley ( ane ’,rot
Chase Malheur Fathy Holly I Arun Kelly Mi
son. Robin Pei,. Kathy Pappas Shelly Nevin Vale
n. Pro..).. Guillermo Rangel Cindy Rice Barry Sun
Aerie:id Leifur Ehordanon Perin louder,* Barbers
Vitriol Jot Walker Kimberly Wiedernan Inn. Wolfe
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l’he masterminds ol the secret
U.S. arms sales to Iran and assistance to the Nicaraguan Contra rebels during congressional prohibitions are charged with running those
operations as a broad criminal conspiracy.
A federal grand jury charged them
with defrauding the government and
then trying to cover up their alleged
crimes. North, Secord and Hakim
were accused of personally enriching
themselves from the Iran -Contra affair.
The next step in the case is an

Tickets available through BASS or at the door.
All proceeds to benefit the
CHAMPS FOUNDATION
tor underprivileged youths

DON’T MISS THE ACTION!!!
for more information call (408) 295-6336

*44.

CANTWBURY
OF NEW LE& AN(

AT VALLEY FAIR
(408) 243-8454

2855 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Santa Clara
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Statements are no problem for Elvin Bishop
Former Chicago blues great
performs free-spirited act
By Richard Nlotroni
Daily staff writer
Rock ’n roll has been suffering a
major dilemma for the past 20 years
how to know when to make a social or political statement and when
to just have fun.
For more than 20 years Elvin
Bishop has never had such a problem.
The former guitarist of the orginal
Paul Butterfield Blues Band has
traveled many roads for many years
with one message in mind: "Leave I
all your problems of work behind.
because we are going to have a good
time now."
Bishop emphasized that message
Monday when he and his band performed at The Odyssey Room in
Sunnyvale (located on 799 E. El
Camino Real) and damned if he
didn’t succeed to the fullest of expectations.
Still, one must he reminded that
Bishop is no longer a spring chicken
like he was on the great "Raisin’
Hell" live album of 1977. This is a
man well over 30, whose sign of a
few wrinkles show the wear and tear
of life on the road.
Yet, if the reader gets any idea
that this is a review of a man who
lost his spark long ago, let this reviewer immediately dispel that notion.
Taking the stage a little after 10
p.m.. Bishop and his band immediately got the mood going with
"Struttin My Stuff." The song was
loud, strong, funky and very easy to
dance to.
"Struttin My Stuff" was quickly
followed by another favorite "Sure
Feels Good." During the song
Bishop showed his good or boy side
by screaming. "Anyone going to
work tomorrow? Well, call sick!"
which got a big loud response from
the full -house crowd.
While the first numbers stated
Bishop’s free-spirited attitude toward performing. the blues instrumentals proved how powerful a guitarist the man can be.
Strong, unrelenting. tight and performed almost flawlessly. Bishop
showed that the three years he spent
with the top blues guitarists’ in Chi-

cago has paid off. Yet, what makes
Bishop’s guitar solo even more fascinating is the incredible intensity he
puts into them. Sweat pouring, face
grimacing violently, there was no
,doubt that this man plays one mean
guitar.
Another strength Bishop has had
throughout the years is the ability to
have a fine hand to perform with.
Even though the names have
changed the band has gotten stronger
and tighter. In fact, there’s a good
argument that Bishop’s newest
group is the tightest he’s ever had.
Although long-time band member
bassist Michael "Fly" Brooks was
recongizable to most fans, saxophone players Daddy Ray and Nancy
Wright were a joy to watch, especially Ray who looked like a beatnik
Santa Claus.
Still, the main man on the stage
was Bishop who had total command
of his audience. With a face that
looked like a cross between Harpo
Marx and Bob Dylan. Bishop had
the predominantly older crowd (most
of them yuppies) in a joyful mood.
Playing excellent instrumentals.
Bishop turned the Odyssey Room
into his kind of club: regular plaint
folk dancing, beer- chugging, feet tapping, people cheering and having
a great time. This was good or funloving rock ’n’ roll.
With the crowd enjoying almost
every song that was performed.
Bishop kept on making funny faces,
talking with the people. always smiling. Looking at this guy one can’t
help but smile as well. He was having a great time, so why can’t we?
The night’s best number was the
classic, "Travelin’ Shoes." where
Bishop performed his finest guitar
solo. This confirmed once and for all
that rock music will always be a
source of joy for him as long as their
is a crowd willing to listen.
Perhaps, the music scene today
needs more characters like Elvin
Bishop. God knows with all of the
boring, faceless, so-called "modem
music" bands that lack any joy
whatsoever, we could use a guy who
has a sense of humor and likes to
have a good ol’ time.

Dance production
has limited appeal
By Suzanne Re Long
Daily staff writer
"Dance Dance," SJSU’s second University Dance Theatre production, presents a wide range of modern sty les from soft and fluid to wild
and sharp.
But the appeal of "Dance Dance"
will be limited.
Described during the intermission
as "weird" by many in the audience, the dances are too long and appear too unusual for most people to
understand or interpret.
The production started off with a
horrible song and dance routine
called "Buddy Beware."
Like something out of an amateur
talent show, nine women wearing
sailor shirts and caps used chairs as
their dance partners.
Although they were supposed to
dance and move in unison, they did
not. Legs kicked to various heights,
turns were completed at different
times, and overall, the performance
looked choppy.
Synchronization continued to be a
problem throughout the production.
After "Buddy Beware," the curtain came down, and stayed down
for almost five minutes. These
breaks continued to get shorter
throughout the show (the production
was divided into six separate dances)
but the breaks were annoying and
destroyed all continuity.
The next dance. "My Mother Myself (1978)." was interesting and
easy to watch.
Accompanied by a woman’s voice
coming over the sound system, four
female dancers acted out the different aspects of a mother-daughter
relationship.
At first the voice was disturbing,
but after a while it blended with the
rest of the performance and became
unnoticeable.
Divided into chapters by the woman’s voice, the dance humorously
portrayed topics such as "A Time to
Let Go" and "Men the Mystery.
Loss of Virginity. and Marriage and
the Return to Symbiosis."
"Clay" combined fantastic lighting effects with outrageous leotards
and wild, sensual movements.
The stage and the walls on either
side were a deep purple covered with
leopard spots. The nine dancers.
some of whom started in the audience, looked as if their bodies were
painted.
Once on the stage they moved together and apart. They jumped,
leaped and fell to the floor: they used
the whole stage effectively.
But when the dance went on twice
as long as seemed necessary, it

ended up being repetitious. Also, the
message of the dance, and there
seemed to be one, was unclear.
More of an explanation was needed.
After the I5 -minute intermission,
"One of Many" began. This dance
was soft and smooth. What was better, unlike the other dances that ran
15 to 20 minutes, this one was only
seven minutes long.
"One of Many" was more enjoyable overall because it had more
structure, more style. It looked like a
dance.
This can’t be said for "Tracks."
"Tracks" was a story about two
brothers who have a disagreement:
go through a period of incubation
and then finally come together.

Matthew E Durham

Daily staff photographer

Elvin Bishop at The Odyssey Room, rocks his guitar for special effect that is rarely seen with modern bands today

Cars and trucks top week of events
To spare the readers another overblown introduction, here are the suggestions from "Coming
Events."
EVENTS
For the first time ever, the Grand National
Motor Sports Spectacular comes to San Jose. In
other words. those mighty mobster cars and trucks
that everyone has seen on television running over
little meek cars will have a show at 8 p.m Saturday and 2 p.m. Sunday at Spartan Stadium.
Scheduled events at the show are three mighty
truck -pulling competitions with four-wheel -drive
trucks. two-wheel -drive funny cars, and multiengine modified tractors.
The main event will be a car-crushing contest
between the Virginia Beach Beast, a /2.000pound tank against the king monster truck, Big foot .
Tickets for Saturday’s show are $12 in advance, $14 the day of the show for adults. $b in
advance, $7 the day of the show for children.
Sunday prices are $10112for adults, 5556 for
children.
Tickets can be purchased at all Bass outlets or

at the Spartan Stadium box office on the day of Band. performs Monday night. Tickets are $6.
the show.
Call 245-4448 for time of show.
A little more closer to home, to be exact San
PUB
One of Spartan Pub’s most popular groups Jose and The Oasis on 200 N. First St. Chris
Isaak
who has been building up a big following,
Knock Baker returns tonight at 8. Wednesday
night will have The Kingpins, a hand which re, takes the stage Tuesday night at 9. Tickets are $8
cently won on "Star Search." with.Dintier With , advance and $10 at the door. Advance tickets can
the Browns as the opening band. Showtime is 8 he purchase at any Bass outlet. Call 292-2212 for
information.
p.m.
THEATER
CLUBS
Final chance to see San Jose State’s Dance
First stop San Francisco and The Stone loTheatre. Performances are tonight, tomorrow
cated at 412 Braodway Ave. Tomorrow showand Saturday at the University Theatre. Show cases the ever-popular Chris isaak (tickets are
time is K p.m. Tickets are $6 for general admis$10 and $11) and Saturday sees Violence, MX
sion and $5 for students and seniors, which can be
and Siambodies arrive ($7 and SK).’ Wild Child
purchased at the box office. For tickets call the
takes the stage on Sunday, while Forbidden ($6
box office at 924-4555.
and $71 performs on Tuesday. Showtime for most
ARTS & ETC.
performances begins at 9 p.m.. except for VioSan Jose State Music Department present,
lence which starts at 7:15 p.m. For information
SJSU Symphony Tuesday night at 8:15 at Concall(415)39l-8282.
cert Hall in the Music Building. Tickets range
Time to move down south to Sunnyvale and from $3 to $5.
That again raps up another edition of "CornThe Odyssey Room located at 799 E. El Camino.
One of the Bay Area’s greats. The Greg Kihn ing Events." See ya next week!

New Tonio K. album
just might be his best

Although they were
Promising new artist promotes record
supposed to dance
and move in unison, will arrive in Berkeley with The Kinks
By Douglas Alger
able.
they did not. Legs
Daily staff writer
The artist has assembled an im"Notes
From
The
Lost
Civilizapressive collection of guests for his
kicked to various
tion" is the latest vinyl product from latest release, including Booker T.
K., and brings with it a collec- Jones. Charlie Sexton, Billy Vera
heights, turns were Tonio
tion of simple songs and sophisti- and Peter Case.
cated lyrics.
Diehard Tonio K. fans need not be
completed at
Coming from an artist previously too worried; his personal sense of
known for such apparently superflu- humor (or would that be sense of
different times, and ous
works as "Mars Needs life?) remains intact. "What Women
Women." "I Handle Snakes" and Want" reaches back to the songoverall, the
"H -A -T-R -E -D," this new album writer’s Mars Needs Women"
to be a pleasant surprise for days, covering such topics as sex,
performance looked proves
first-time listeners.
violence and love.
Consider "Children’s Crusade."
As for the album’s cover and title,
choppy.
ft is lyrically typical of the album’s
they were inspired
The dance, which was more performance art than dancing, began
with the two men arranging lumber
on the stage. Later, when the fight
was developing, they dropped the
two-by-fours to show their anger.
The noise was unbearable!
Some talking and a little harmonica playing (by one of the brothers),
and a short sound track of noises accompanied the performance.
The men. David Miller, (a SJSU
graduate) and Karl Schaffer, were
guest dancers for the performance.
Their presence didn’t add anything
to the production and, if anything,
further slowed the pace of the show.
The last dance. "Traces." ended
the production on a soft note similar
to "One in Many." By that time
however, I was too tired to enjoy it.
"Dance Dance" runs April 13-16
at K p.m. in the University Theater.
Tickets are available the night of the
show or by Calling the University
Box Office at 924-4555.

ten tracks, all of which Tonio K. at
least shares songwriting credits on:
She was someone’ s favorite
daughter
He was someone’s only son
They were raised up in a country
Where anything could be done
They were raised up for the future
The were protected from the past
Then set free with no direction
In a world that was changing so
fast
More often than not. Tonio K.
sounds like Bruce Springsteen if
"The Boss" had taken voice lessons. (You can actually hear and understand his lyrics
What a concept. . .
Without Love" is the album’s
debut single, self-described as
" . . just another letter about the
relative importance of love in the
world."
On the heels of its release will he
an upcoming video and impending
tour. Knowing Tonio K.. they will
be a little surreal, and a lot enjoy-

by the vinyl
piece’s final cut, "Where Is That
Place."
". . . An exercise in looking back
at the future," admitted the songwriter.
"Notes From The Lost Civilization" doesn’t really present a single
message, but it is obviously more
than a mere sum of its pans.
Forget trying to figure out what
makes the artist tick, lry not to be too
influenced by any reviews you read
(this one included), and just play the
album. Loud.
If listening to this great album is
not enough to satisfy your hunger for
the guy, then you can see the dude in
person.
Incredible as it may seem,. Tonio
K. will be opening for long-time
British hand The Kinks this Tuesday
at the Berkeley Community Center
in Berkeley. Although tickets are a
pretty expensive at $18.50, it should
he well worth the price. You can
purchase tickets at all available Bass
outlets. Showtime is 8 p.m.

Upcoming artist Tonio K. thinks about his record, Notes
From The Lost Civilization"
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Guitar duet to play in San Jose
Nationally-known performers
Kottke and Hedges on U.S. tour

I% alt Disnev ’s popular .1 us and the I lotuur returns to nuoie theaters

’Fox & Hound’ offers
great grown-up fun
By Laura M. Lukas
.paily staff writer
6 -rated movies aren’t just for kids
when Disney studios does them.
:There has always been something
;Special about Disney animated fealures: the drama, the characters, the
music, and especially the animation.
; Critics have discounted the quality
of Disney animation since the massive recruitment of new young animators in the early 1970s. "The
Fox and the Hound," which was animated for the most part by the new
animation artists trained by the Disney veterans, defies any such discounts.
"The Fox and the Hound" is an
endearing tale of friendship and loyalty. A young fox is orphaned by its
; mother and adopted, with the help of
the local birds, by the grandmotherly
Widow Tweed (voice by Jeanette
Nolan).
In the meantime, Widow Tweed’s
neighbor, Amos Slade (Jack Anderson) brings home a hunting pup.
Tod and Copper, the fox and the
hound, respectively, become fast
friends. They play together in the
meadow
and
vow
lifelong
friendship.
It’s not until Copper goes away to
learn the skills of a hunting dog that
Tod learns that his friend is actually
his enemy. Big Mama (Pearl Bailey), the neighborhood ’mom,’ educates Tod about Copper’s new occupation: fox hunting.
But all is not lost when Big Mama
takes care of Tod (Mickey Rooney).
after he is deposited in a distant
game preserve by a sorrowful
Widow Tweed, by introducing him
to a beautiful female fox named
Vixey (Sandy Duncan). Vixey
:shows Tod around the forest and it’s

love at first sight.
Trouble ensues when hunter
Amos Slade. along with Copper
(Kurt Russell), break into the game
preserve in search of Tod. A long
and rather violent chase scene, involving hunting traps, shotguns, and
an uncommonly large bear, results.
Though the chase scenes may be a
bit violent for some children, this is
where the best animation is clearly
apparent. Veteran animation producer-director Woolie Reitherman
oversaw the creation of the best and
most realistic animation in the animated feature industry.
Disney still uses the herculean
task of handmaking movies, which
means drawing it out frame by frame
instead of using new labor-saving
techniques. "The Fox and the
Hound" required 360.000 drawings
and four years of work before its
completion in 1981.
"The Fox and the Hound," Disney studio’s all-time most successful
animated release, was hailed for its
maturity, entertainment quality, and
cinematic excitement.
But to the average viewer, even a
college student, "The Fox and the
Hound" is a not -to-be -missed Disney classic. It has the magic that
draws the audience into the story just
like "Sleeping Beauty" or "Cinderella." and might even bring a tear to
the eye. In fact, adult sniffles were
audible in the audience when Widow
Tweed left Tod in the game preserve.
Disney’s adaptation of Daniel P.
Mannix’s book. "The Fox and the
Hound,"
addresses
issues
of
friendship and loyalty in their purest
form. So pure, they are hound to
soften even the hardest of hearts.

By Richard Motroni
Daily staff writer
Logic states that musicans who
have been solo performers for many
years are very reluctant to suddenly
share the bill with another artist.
The tour will be making a stop tomorrow at 8 p.m. at the San Jose
Center for the Performing Arts (on
255 Almaden Blvd.) The Spartan
Daily recently interviewed Kottke to
ask him how the performances are
going so far.
With the tour making a stop tomorrow at 8 p.m. at the San Jose
Center for the Performing Arts (on
255 Almaden Blvd.), the Spartan
Daily recently interviewed Kottke to
ask him how the performances are
going so far.
Beyond expectation." Kottke
said. "Mike and I are having a ball
performing together."
Kottke, whose association with
Hedges began three years ago, has
been most impressed with his partner’s performance.
"Mike has great composure and
confidence on stage. One can see his
confidence when he plays." Kottke
said.
Asked whether there is a musical
difference between the two guitarists. Kottke says that there is one in
their compositional style.
"Mike is educated while I’m basically self-taught," he said.
Hedges went to Peabody Conservatory in Baltimore where he earned
a degree in composition while studying classical guitar and electronic
music.
"Even with the difference we are
very competitive on stage, which is
healthy. When performing you can’t
coast or succumb to the urge of sitting back and just playing. You must
demand yourself to perform better,
so it’s a great challenge."
Most solo performers will say the
reason why they prefer to perform on
the stage by themselves is that they
don’t feel comfortable with other
musicians. Yet, Kottke says that is
not true with him.
"The reason why I haven’t performed with others is not because I
try to avoid them." he said. "It’s
simply that I rarely have the time."
For nearly 20 years, the 42 yearold Georgia-born man has impressed
critics and the public with his unique
mastery of finger-playing the six -and
12-string acoustic guitar.
Although Kottke’s first album
"Circle Round the Sun" (Symposium Records, 1969) sold nearly half
a million copies, unheard of for a
solo acoustic guitarist, it would be
with his records with Capital that he
would earn recongition.
Records like ’Greenhouse." "Ice

For example, the hook tells us that
"The word ’straw’ is originally from
a Latin word meaning ’Betty.’ "and
"Human teeth may be sensitive to
Hot DJ Dancing!
color."
Still, the book’s true gems make it
No Cover!
By Vic Vogler
worth buying. Each of us should
Pool’s Open!
writer
Daily staff
know that "The worst ice cream flaGeorge Ripley believed that truth vor is probably ’squirrel," and that
is stranger than fiction.
"Vatican officials are still at a loss
For years, his series of "Believe It to explain how the famed Shroud of
or Not" txfoks have fascinated read- Turin could have been sent to a One
ers with odd and unusual facts, and hour Martinizing."
even inspired a short-lived television
show.
"Moses May Have Been an
Apache! And Other Actual Facts"
(The Main Street Press, $6.95) may
not make it to television, but it does
manage to twist Ripley’s axiom. If
fiction isn’t stranger than truth, then
at least it can be funnier.
Written and illustrated by Cully
Abrell and John Thompson, the
book parodies Ripley with a Zippy the -Pinhead style of humor. Irreverent and offbeat, the "actual facts"
never pretend to be actual.
For example, we learn that "The
ordinary sock did not catch on until
the second one was invented some
800 years later." We’re also told
that "Many scientists believe that
granulated sugar is alive and can feel
pain."
"Actual Facts" tries to package
the items into practical categories.
Historically, the book informs us
that "The only scroll to survive the
fire in the library at Alexandria was
devoted to the theory of mascara." It
also debunks the myth that "Calvin
Coolidge was raised by hamsters."
Philosophically, the book tells us
that ’’While it is true that ’there’s no
time like the present, it is equally
true that there is no time like last
Thursday."
Located on corner of Almaden
While most of "Actual Facts" is
Expressway and Blossom Hill Road
fresh and zany. some of the items
miss their mark.

ENTERTAINMENT

Guitarist Leo Kottke will play tomorrow night w ith Michael Hedges at San Jose Center for Performing %rt.
Water." "Dreams and All That
Stuff" and "My Feet Are Smiling"
established Kottke as an original guitarist with an unique style of blending traditional folk and laid -black
blue grass music. Quick, complex,
humorous, beautiful and pleasant to
listen to are some of the words critics
have used to describe Kouke’s records.
When asked which albums are his
favorite. Kottke cautiously points
out that artists shouldn’t try to rank
their records.
"I don’t think there is one album I
can lean on and say ’That’s my
best,’ " he said. "For instance. I
really enjoyed making ’Guitar
Music’ (1981) when I was working
for Chrysalis Records. but I
wouldn’t say that it was my best."
Even though Kottke said that his
live album "My Feet Are Smiling"
(released in 1973) was typical of his
performances in those days. he
doesn’t take that same approach to
his shows anymore.
The main reason stems from a
scary incident that occurred during a
Denver performance in
1978.
Kottke, who in the past had a tendon
problem in his right arm, felt it suddenly freeze during the show. He
tried to keep on playing, but the arm
went completely stiff.
Kottke blames the incident from

pla)ing too hard with linger picks.
Ever since then, he has decided to
throw away the picks in order to play
with strictly bare fingers.
"Once I reclaimed my arm. (hare
fingers) was the only way to go,"
Kottke said. "Actually.. it turned out
to be a blessing in disguise. Doing
hare lingers is much more fun. You
get a better feeling of the strings and
a better sense of rhythm."
In performance. Kottke strongly
believes in communication with the
auidence because, he said, "Music
is the vehicle; communication is the
payoff."
While critics characterize Kottke
as a staunch folk traditionalist, he
doesn’t agree.
"I’m not a traditionalist, because
a traditionalist excludes all other
forms of music and I write too many
different things, he said. "I continue to learn new stuff, which is
why my lastest album ’Regards
From Chuck Pink’ has synthesizers
in it.

As far as what will happen at Friday’s show with Michael Hedges.
Kottke says that there will he two ,
solo sets and a duet. Who goes on
first is usually determined by the flip
of a coin. He urges people to go. because the show is a "knockout, especially if you like guitar music."
Kottke says that future plans include a PBS special with Hedges and
a tour of Australia.
"I’ve been very delighted with the
way my career has gone. I kind of
regret that I could never say no. hut
that is a puny complaint." he said.
"Besides. I’m always hoping for a
new tune."
Leo Kottke and Michael Hedges
will he at the San Jose Center for the
Perfoming Arts tomorrow night.
Showtime is 8:30 p.m. Advance
tickets are $14.50 and $12.50. Day
of the show are $15.50 and $13.50.
Tickets are avilable at Bass outlets.
For anyone who loves to watch
two great guitarists on stage. this
show is highly recommended
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Strahan expects sweep this time around
B) kWh) W bite
Daily sten writer
After splitting a double-header at
San Diego State on Sunday. the
SJSU softball team is looking for revenge.
Tonight the Spartans will host the
A/tecs in a double-header at PAL.
Stadium beginning at 6.
"We shouldn’t have let them win
one on Sunday and we certainly will
want to win both here," said Head
Coach Kathy Strahan. "We certainly could have beat them there
They’re a team we can handle."
This past weekend. the Spartans
dropped two to Cal State Fullerton.
4-1 and I - I. on Saturday before the
split with San Diego, dropping the
first game 2-1 and coming hack in

the second game. 7-U.
Monday night the locals split
against Long Beach State. ranked
14th in the nation and second in the
PCAA. losing the first 2-1 and winning the second game 3-0.
SAC is currently 6-10 in the
PCAA and 17-19 overall. Third -year
coach Struhan is hoping the team
will double its total conference wins
front last year. which was five.
’We went cold at the plate against
San Diego in the first game, hut I
doubt that will happen this time. At
least it better not," Strahan said.
"Our defense and pitching is fine.
San Diego is one of the weaker
teams in the league."
After having 10 games with fielding errors, the Spartans have

changed their ways. The last tour
games have been errorless and Strahan is hoping to see that trend continue. One problem, however, will
be the so-called "home field" advantage, said Strahan.
"It’s not really a home field advantage because we don’t practice
on this field and we’ve only really
played on it four or live times this
season." Strahan said. "It’s San
Diego’s turn to be on the road. They
can be fatigued now."
San Diego holds a 6-8 PCAA record and a 20-17 overall record, slipping since the loss of their top
player. Trish Mang, two weeks ago.
"We have four players with batting averages over .300, so it was a
surprise we had a dry spell as a

team," Strahan said of the team’s
struggle against San Diego Sunday.
"We’re confident now and we intend to pound them."
Players hitting over .300 are Janice Richner (.333), Sharon Cafini
( .330). Angie Laolagi (.309) and
Tiffany Cornelius (3(6). SJSU
ranks fourth as a team in the PCAA
in hitting with a .265 batting average.
Pitcher Gale Dean ranks seventh
in the PCAA on the mound with an
ERA of 0.78.

cold at the
plate against San
Diego in the first
game, but I doubt
that will happen this
time. At least it
better not.’
’We went

"There’s only one game separating the last four spots in the league."
Strahan said. "We’re hoping to finish somewhere above seventh."

Kathy Strahan,
head softball coach

Rugby Club finishes Strawberry strikes fear in pitchers
first in tournament
SPORTS

By Laura NI, Lukas
Daily stall writer
SJSU’s Rugby Club ended its
regular season play in celebration
at the Santa Barbara Rugby Tournament last weekend,
The Spartans swept the twoday. live -game tournament without a loss, garnering first place
honors in the college di%
"They came together as a team
and improved in cohesion and
unity over the two days at the
conference:. said coach Ron Mc Beath. "A good team became
great."
The ruggers left the team
played the five games with a
’can’t -he -beat’ attitude.
"We clicked together." club
president Andrew Lamont said.
"We had a feeling we wouldn’t
he beaten."
Season play in the Northern
California Collegiate Union left
the Spartans with a 5-4 record.
Dave Richards, a veteran of the
Rugby (’lub, said that the Union
had tougher teams this year.
"There were two games ( we
lost) that we should have won."
Richards said.
Despite those losses and a mediocre season record, the tournament win still remains the icing
on the cake.
"To win the Santa Barbara
Tournament is a goal for all
’teams. he said.
T.J. Vratis. who plays hooker
tan offensive position) for the
-Spartans. feels that the whole
team played great and the forwards were flawless throughout.
McBeath and Lamont shared
Frail.’ sentiment+, adding that
Mike Hutcherson and Bill Klump
desene special recognition. Hutcherson and K lump played Spartan football last fall, and according to Lamont. show great
promise as ruggers after their first

-iiith the club.
’s hard to single out one
hest player, McBeath said, hut
the Most Valuable Player award
for the collegiate division singled
out lock (a forward position)
Richards.

got a hold of
"I got lucky
the ball at good times," he said.
"All the forwards played way
above their heads."
Fraas said the MVP award presentation on Sunday got the entire
crowd on its feet singing in celebration of Richards’ birthday.
which was that same day.
The crowd’s enthusiasm exemplified the Spartans’ own spirit.
"They delighted themselves:.
McBeath said. "(The team) rose
to heights they se never reached
before.

Associated Press
There are hitters who come to
home plate with a presence about
them that absolutely strikes fear in
the hearts of pitchers.
It is a feeling that no matter what
trickery the man with the baseball resorts to, they will handle it. It is a
frightening feeling, especially if you
happen to be the man with the baseball.
Fastball in. Fine. Curves away.
Go for it. Give it your best shot, Mr.
Pitcher. The bottom line is, sooner
or later, you’re going to have to
throw the ball. And when that time
comes, it could he trouble for you.
Andre Dawson had that aura last
year. So did George Bell. And ever
so surely, Darryl Strawberry is developing it.
Strawberry started the season with
a monster home run in Montreal that
might still be traveling except for the
roof that covers the stadium.
It was measured at better than 5(X)

"They went down to play their
best and proved to he a very capable group as a team."
McBeath said the team’s spirit
was boosted by player-coach
Alun Wynne, who got the team
"thinking rugby and unity."
With a tournament win under
it’s belt, the club is "getting the
respect it deserves." Richards
said.

KEN’S HUBB BARBER SHOPc-
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OFFICER
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heat us with sliders last week.’’
That is exactly the point. Perez i,c
a slider pitcher and Strawberry hit
the pitcher’s pitch for his homer..
That’s what makes him so danger,ius.
There was a time when Strawberry could be had. Pitchers took advantage of his aggressiveness at the
plate and he was strikeout bait. Now
he seems less anxious, more willing
to wait for hittable pitches.

For Strawberry, the goals are only
to better last year’s numbers when he
hit .284 and stole 36 bases to -go with
39 home runs and 104 runs batted in.
Better than 39 homers and 36 steals.
would be 40 of each, a feat that no
player has ever achieved.

vv(tvz’s
CIIINESE CUISINE

1
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Lunch and Dinner
Delivery
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TUES - FRI 9 AM - 6PM, SAT 8AM - 4 PM
318 South 10th Street, San Jose 279-9955
(Next to Robert’s Book Store)

10 % off Nexxus Products

131 E. Jackson Street
294-3303 or 998-9427
6 blocks North of Santa Clara St., between 3rd and 4th Streets

411
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Body
fluid Spirit

Jet Set Hair International
Spring Special
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The California Highway Patrol is
offering a rewarding and challenging career for the position of:

pitching more carefully, perhaps
even defensively.
That would be entirely understandable, given the circumstances.
"I don’t feel feared at the plate."
Strawberry said. "I feel they just
don’t want to make a mistake against
me, that they want to make their
pitch.
"Home run hitters take advantage
of mistakes."
Was his homer a mistake, then?
"It was a slider down, a good
pitch," Strawberry decided. "He

"Rock ’n Roll Barbers"

The club has been invited to
paricipate in the non -collegiate
Monterey Tournament later this
month which, according to Richards. is "real prestigious.’’
The tournament hosts teams
from all over the world, including
such countries as England.
Wales, South Africa. Australia
and New Zealand.
A "San Jose generic team"
playing at the Monterey Tournament will he a mix of the non -collegiate San Jose Seahawks and
the Spartan... Richards said.
"This is a great ending to the
season,’’ Lamont said.

IMMEDIATE
POSITIONS
AVAILABLE

feet and had players still talking
about it around the batting cage the
next day.
He had two more homers on the
New York Mets’ road trip and then
punctuated opening day at Shea Stadium Tuesday with a rainbow homer
that lacked the majesty of the Montreal shot but still was impressive.
"It’s just another home run."
Strawberry ho-hummed after the
Mets’ 3-0 victory over the Expos.
"It means we got one run and got off
to a good start. That’s my job. To
make things happen."
The home run came on a 3-2
pitch. Not the one usually jumped on
by a slugger like a 2-0 or 3-1. With
the count 3-2. the hatter has to protect the plate. Yet Strawberry has
evolved as a hitter to the point where
he slugs, even when he’s protecting.
The next time up, he walked with
two out and none on, an indication
that Montreal starter Pascual Pere,
was paying more attention to him

S10 off a design cut & blow dry or style.
$20 off a perm, natural highlighting, frosting
and more!

COME WALK TO A NEW AGE STORE
and receive a free gift with this ad.
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Eta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.
Fourth Annual Spring Tea
"Black America’s Influence
on Politics in 1988."

Saturday, April 16, 1988
*si?
Also Featuring:
1:30 p.m.
Entertainment
P\
San Jose State University BallroomCommendations
and Awards
9th and San Fernando Streets

FREEpreliminary class: Wednesday April 20
7:30 - 8:30 p m in Palo Alto. Call and sign up today.

Classes start April 30
for June LSAT

(408)268-9674
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Honorable Willie Brown, Jr.
Speaker of the California Assembly

Honorable LaDoris Hazzard Cordell
Municipal Court Judge of Santa Clara County

For more information, call Joyce Pickney (408) 243-4348
Congratulations Nehanda Imara, winner of our 1988 Scholarship Contest!
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Ninth-inning home run
gives Broncos 7-5 win
By Sean Montgomery
Daily stall writer
The Spartans’ baseball team committed live errors in
dropping a 7-5 decision to Santa Clara in non -conference
action Tuesday night at Municipal %diem.
Dan Archibald, aside from one mistake in the top of
the ninth inning, pitched a superb ball game.
With the game tied 5-5 going into the ninth. Archibald was able to get Ed Giovanoia to ground out to
first. Right fielder Drew Miller then flew out harmlesly
to center fielder Andy Coan, who entered the game in the
ninth for defensive purposes. But Broncos’ left fielder
Jeff Healy prolonged what looked to be a one, two, three
inning by knocking a single to left.
Up stepped 250-pound catcher Troy Buckley who
smashed Archibald’s offering well over the center field
fence for a game-winning two-run homer.
SJSU went down quietly in its half of the inning.
stranding John Bracken at first after he ripped a single.
The Spanans took an early lead off Santa Clara’s
starting pitcher Burch Boehner.
Left fielder Greg Banda, who was 3 for 4 on the evening, singled to lead off the game. Center fielder Todd
Eagen followed with a walk and Eric Nelson, who had
two RBI in the game, singled in Banda for the first run of
the ball game.
Designated hitter Fernando Viera followed with another single, loading the bases for right fielder Bracken,
who smacked a deep sacrifice fly to center, scoring
Eagen from third and moving the runners to second and
third.
First baseman Jeff Hetherington followed with a
fielder’s choice to second, scoring Nelson. Second baseman Mark Phillips then flied to center ending the inning.
The Broncos came right back in their half of the second.
Archibald hit lead off batter Matt To()1e. Jeff DiBono
followed with a short fly to center. Mike Medieros singled to left and went to second on an error by Banda.
which allowed Toole to advance to third. Vince Machi
then grounded to short, scoring Toole. Shortstop Steve
Anderson erased Medieros at third on the play.
Mark Lewis then hit a ball to right that looked like it
might have gone for a base hit before Bracken made an
excellent catch on the run to rob him of a hit and end the
inning.
The Broncos got two more runs in the third to tie the

game at three. With one out, Drew Miller walked and
went to third on a double down the left -field line hv
Healy. Both runners scored when Buckley. who had four
R B1 doubled.
The game remained tied until the fifth when Santa
Clara took a one run lead.
Givanoia singled to right leading off the inning
Miller struck out and Healy followed with a single to
center, advancing Givanoia to third. With runners at the
corners, Buckley flied out to center with Givanoia tagging at third. The throw from Coan was on the money
but catcher Dan Hewitt couldn’t hold onto the ball.
With the ball rolling around, Healy headed for second. but Archibald. who was backing up Hewitt, gunned
him down.
The Spartans took a 5-4 lead in the seventh after
scoring two more runs.
Hewitt led off the inning with a walk. Anderson single to left putting runners at first and second. Banda single again loading the bases and Eagen struck out.
Nelson then drew a walk, pushing in the tying run
Viera went down on strikes for the second out of the inning. Bracken was then hit on the arm by a pitch putting
him at first and scoring Anderson for the go ahead run.
Hetherington followed with a ground ball to short that
ended the inning.
The Broncos tied the game in the next inning. Buckley walked to lead off. With one out. DiBono rolled one
towards shortstop Anderson, who misplayed the hall.
letting it roll under his glove into left field.
Buckley chugged all the way to third and when the
throw followed him there, DiBono started for second and
was caught in a rundown. In the mean time. Buckley
broke for the plate, colliding with the smaller Hewitt and
both Buckley and DiBono were both safe.
The game remained tied until the fatal blow was dealt
by Buckley.
Archibald got the loss and his record dropped to 7-7.
Larry Donahe recieved the win in relief and improved his
record to 4-2.
SJSU is playing .500 ball with a record of 23-23
Santa Clara’s record is now 26-13-1.
The Spartans traveled to Berkeley yesterday to take
on the Golden Bears. Results were not available at press
time. They take on the University of Pacific this weekend in a three game PCAA series at Muni this weekend.

’Oil Can’ helps Boston
slide past Milwaukee
Ellis Burks fore Wes Gardner relieved with two
: BOSTON (AP)
beat out a bunt to keep Boston’s out in the seventh. Former Chicago
four-run fifth inning alive, then hit a Cubs stopper Lee Smith struck out
two-run homer in the eighth as the the side in the ninth, earning his
Red Sox beat Milwaukee 6-3 fourth save.
Wednesday for the Brewers’ fifth
Blanked on three hits through four
straight loss.
innings by Juan Nieves. 0-2. the Red
Dennis "Oil Can" Boyd, 2-0 in a Sox combined four hits, including
comeback from shoulder surgery. al- two in the infield, two walks and a
lowed five hits, struck out four and hit batsman lithe decisive fifth in
walked-two in 31i-degata.misather be- - wing
- -

Homer’s sacrifice fly
leads Cards over Cubs
Bob Homer
ST. LOUIS (AP)
hit a bases-loaded sacrifice fly to the
warning track in the seventh inning
to give the St. Louis Cardinals a 4-3
victory over the Chicago Cubs
Wednesday.
Cubs reliever Les Lancaster, 0-1,
walked Tommy Herr intentionally to
face the first baseman Homer, who
had reached base in his last nine
plate appearances.
Horner went 4 for 4 in the Cardinals’ 7-5 victory over the Cubs Tues-

day night and had received an intentional walk with two outs and a
runner on second base in the first inning.
Left fielder Vince Coleman and
shortstop Ozzie Smith started the inning with singles.
Cardinals’ starter Danny Cox,
1-1, scattered eight hits over eight
innings for the victory. Todd Worrell got the final two outs in relief of
Steve Peters for his third save of the
season

Sports Briefs
BASEBALL
NEW YORK (AP) George
Bell of the Toronto Blue Jays,
who set a major league record
with three homers on opening
day, was named the American
League Player of the Week for
the first week of the season.
Bell, 1987 AL Most Valuable Player, batted .455 and
had four homers in the week.
NEW YORK (API Kal
Daniels of the Cincinnati Reds.
with a .600 hutting average and
four home runs, was named
National League Player of the
Week for the first week of the
season.
Daniels had 10 RBI, two of
them game -winners, scored
five runs and had 12 hits in 20
at -bats during the opening
week.
BASKETBALL
NEW YORK (AP) Harold Pressley of the Sacramento
Kings. who tripled his season
average by scoring 25.3 points
per game, was named the NBA
Player of the Week for the period ending Sunday. April 10.
Pressley, a 6-foot -8 secondyear pro. led the Kings to two
victories in three games.

The Action Option

Wicks top PCAA pole vaulter
By Jennifer Truman
Daily statt writer
Despite the fact that SJSU’s
track and field team did not place
in any events at the Fresno State
Relays Saturday, one Spartan still
remains the Pacific Coast Athletic
Association leader.
Junior pole vaulter Brian
Wicks leads the conference with a
hest of 17-6. Wicks’ best jump as
a Spartan qualifies him for the
National Collegiate Athletic Association meet scheduled for June
1-4 in Eugene, Ore.
Sophomore David Villalobos is
currently second in the conference after his Fresno State Relay
performance in the high hurdle
event, clocking a SJSU team best
of 14.75.

The
Spartans
1600-meter
relay team of Tony Jeffery, FAI
Tucker, Demetrius Carter and
Wicks is holding second place in
the conference in the relay event
with a posted time of 3:13.59.
While in Fresno. SJSU’s twomile relay team of Jim Reed,
Chris Becerra, Steve Scholz. and
Sven Waisted also posted a season best of 7:34.22. 23 seconds
better than their last running at
the Stanford Invitationals.
Also posting personal bests
were senior Tim Williams and
freshman Sam Cavallan).
Williams currently has a best
of 9:42.2 in the steeplechase.
Cavallaro has hit a 168-0 in the
hammer throw, short of his prep
best of 191-3.

Pepperdine replaces Harrick
with longtime assistant coach
MALIBU (AP) Longtime assistant Torn Asbury was hired
Wednesday as Pepperdine University’s head basketball coach, succeeding Jim Harrick, who was named the
head coach at UCLA a day earlier.
Asbury, 42, was Harrick’s top assistant since Harrick became the
Waves’ head coach in 1979. During
that time. Pepperdine had a 167-97
record and played in four NCAA
Tournaments and two National Invitation Tournaments.

A fanner team captain and All Western Athletic Conference player
at the University of Wyoming from
1964-67. Asbury played one season
for the Denver franchise of the
American Basketball Association
before beginning his coaching career
in the Colorado high school ranks.
Before joining the Pepperdine
staff, Asbury was an assistant at
Wyoming under both Don DeVoe
and Jim Brandenburg.
At the press conference Tuesday

Organized for excellence
At AMD, you’ll be working within business units designed to encourage entrepreneurship as well as
teamwork. You’ll find support for your best ideas, and it won’t take long for your ability to be noticed.
You’ll be making contributions in a results -oriented environment where excellence is respected and
rewarded.

where he was introduced as UCLA’s
coach. Harrick said he had urged
Pepperdine officials to hire Asbury.
as his successor at the West Coast
Athletic Conference school.
Asbury becomes the sixth head
coach in Pepperdine history. Recently, he was ranked by Basketball
Times as one of the nation’s top IS
assistant coaches, and tabbed by the
publication to be a leading candidate
to take over a major college program
in the near future.
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(II It RAI. FOOD DEMONSTRATION April
( amera 3 ( inema. 1030 am & 2:30 pm
V3ednesclay, April 13
liar -II-Qua Pit, 11:30 am - 1:30 pm
I unded 5,

510 AAAAA d

Smtmored and partial!. funded 5,
1hr 1.an
n ccccc n
Department
nr
tnfittniatittn. t all the 5.tan %meths’,
%ludo, Deportment afire et 11011i 42.1.,-,2

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
Part-time Employment

Careers at
Advanced Micro Devices
Set your career into motion at AMD. We’re large enough to challenge for worldwide leadership in the
semiconductor industry, innovative enough to set new standards in integrated circuit technology - like
our 32 -bit AM29000, the world’s most powerful monolithic microprocessor. And most of all, we’re
smart enough to encourage our people to put their talents into action.

[’his Saturday. the Spartans
will he participating in the Bruce
Jenner Classic. The Classic is
held at San Jose City College and
is slated for the entire day.
Probable Spartan entries are:
Villalobos in the 110-meter high
hurdles; Darren Coleman in the
100 meters; Shawn Majeski in the
400-meter intermediate hurdles;
Sam Cavalier() in the hammer
throw and shot put; Caner in the
4(X) meters; Becerra and Scholz
in the mile; John Kozk and Jim
Reis in the high jump; Willie McCloud in the long jump; Jeffery in
the 200 meters; Wicks in the pole
vault; Martin Seeber and Williams in the 5000 meters; and
relay teams in the 400 and 1600
meters.

Year Round

Package Handlers

$8.00 - $8.35
PER HOUR

Looking for the best
So if you’re already committed to excellence and determined to make things happen in your career, we
invite you to explore our current career or co-op opportunities. We’re looking for graduates with BS,
MS, or PhD degrees in fields such as Electrical Engineering, Computer Science, Chemical Engineering, Computer Engineering, Materials Engineering and Solid State Physics. There will also be positions available for MBA’s with technical or non -technical undergraduate degrees.
These positions are located in centers of important activity. We’re headquartered in Sunnyvale,
California, the heart of Silicon Valley, conveniently located near the cultural and natural wonders of
the San Francisco Bay Area. In addition, we maintain facilities in Austin and San Antonio, Texas, an
expanding corridor of high-tech business that also offers affordable housing and great recreational
and educational resources.

Starting Times:
5:00 PM
10:30 PM
3:00 AM

Five Days A Week
No Weekends
3 to 5 Hours Daily
Positions Available
in Sunnyvale

On Campus Interviews

April 22

Advanced
Micro
w Devices
One great company

To find out more about how to put your talents into action at
AMD, check with your Placement Office, or send your resume
directly to University Recruiting, Advanced Micro Devices,
MS -57, 901 Thompson Place, P.O. Box 3453, Sunnyvale, CA
94088. For further details, call TOLL FREE (800) 538-8450
x 2799, or call directly (408) 749-2799. An equal opportunity
employer,

For Further Information Visit:
The Career Planning and Placement Center in BC -13
An Equal Opportunity Employer Male/Female

Thursday, April 14, 1988/Spartan Daily
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Family time vital
to Mayor Clint
(’ARMEL (AP)
Actor flint
Eastwood. more concerned with
bringing up his two children than
try ini2 tor a second term as mayor of
his seaside town, viewed Tuesday ’s
balloting as just plain ciiiien
asissood.
In a six -way race to succeed 57yearold Eastwood. the famous
mayor who swept into ot lice on a
huge 72 percent landslide - has endorsed geographer Jean Grace. a veteran civic -minded citrien who has
sersed on local hoards and commissions for years.
As in uncounted elections past.
the big issues Tuesday were parking
not enough ot ii And tourism
too much of it. On a summer’s day.
traffic often hacks up for miles on
Highway I. and once a motorist does
get into town, maddening gridlock
leaves the driver fuming.
There are 3.964 registered sitters
in Carmel. and a heavy turnout is expected. said city Clerk Jeanne
Brehmer.
Eastwood says he bowed out of
local politics because his 19 -year-old
son and I5 -y ear -old daughter are in
their Winans L. years, and that his
mayoral duties subtracted too much
from his fatherly concerns. His 2 year -term expires nevi Tuesday
"Ise really enjoyed this, hut 1
has e to take care of the personal
slutt for a V, bile,- said the star of
"Dirty Harry " and other macho
mos ies. "It you iniss time with tour
tannly . 00 w onder it is retneiable
time Sometime, II’, not.

Music
F l’out I hi

I

Wendt and Strange have been discovering new sounds since the
1960s .
"All materials of art begin as nonmusical." Strange said. "They’re
what you decide they are.’’
Sadness Without Brains is the result of the members’ curiosity. to create different sounds using salvage
materials and computer enhancement.
Gauen said that each piece deals

Lastssood plans to stay in Carmel
and w ouldn’t rule out reentry to elec
tile politics after his children lease
the nest.

Palm Springs
picks Bono
SPRINGS. (AP)
Sonny Bono. the singer turned
restaurateur who rose to l’itme
singing "I’ve Got You Babe"
to ex-wife Cher, was elected
mayor of this desert resort
Tuesday.
Bono easily won the seven way race with 4.842 votes.
while accountant Lloyd Maryanov was second with 2.498,
Julie
spokeswoman
city
Haunter said. Businesswoman
Deyna Hodges had 1.934 votes
and Vice Mayor Eli Hirer.
1.140. Three other active candidates trailed far behind.
"This has just been a very
active election. When you get
that many people running
there’s a lot of interest." said
Patty Bode, assistant city clerk,
who estimated turnout at 55
percent.
Bono. 53, rose to fame as the
hell -bottomed
furry.- s ested,
former hippie singing "I’ve
Got You Babe" with Cher,
who he correctly had predicted
would win the Best Actress
Oscar on Monday.

Dan Sweeney
Students found

puddles like this one outside Duncan Hall after an

Rain: One day of sprinkles won’t help

with something tied to San Jose.
"The construction, trying to live
here. coping the general
frustration with San Jose." Wendt explained.
As their "world premiere." Sadness Without Brains is giving a free
concert. for all those whose curiosity.
is peaked. Saturday night at 8:15 in
the SJSt’ Music Building Concert
Hall. Wendt said the group will release a cassette and will continue its
"tour" performing at night clubs.
"With any luck." Strange said.
referring to the hand’s explosive
sounds, "we’ll burn down the Music
Building."

Opening: New freeway
F. rom price /
said.
fhere are si uric .11111C 7 ballot
measures that w ill affect (the proposed completion). and there are
state 1 uniting options that are being
explored." she added

themselves walking around

Although many students expressed indiffeireyceAo Atte link,
Sarah Cruthers, a junior niajoring in
English. said, "I think it will help
me a lot. It’ll be nice to have a quick
drive to the airport."

From page I
Gov. George Deukmejian recently
urged people to conserve water
whenever possible.
In a letter to the editor of the Spar-.
tan Daily, a student commented that
water was being wasted on campus
when sprinklers were flooding one

Contest
t rim, page I
alone, Black said.
Some entries in the naming competition have already arrived.
"We keep them in a sealed container and put dates on them." Black
said. "That way. it two people have
the same idea, we’ll know who got it
in first."
Both staff and students, except
those on the judging panel, are eligible to enter, he said. However,
Black. w ho will be one ot the
judges. said he has sonic good suggestions.
"I’m selling them for five bucks
apiece." he said.

area while leaving another area hone
dry.
According to a statement of water
potential outlook issued by the National Weather Service. California is
looking at a "drought" from a meteorological point of view.
Drought is a complex issue and

Man killed
in Louisiana
electric chair
ANGOLA. La. (API - Leslie
LowentieId was executed in the
electric chair early Wednesday de-

-F1’

should he reserved for special cases
where the statistics are extreme, said
Peter Fe’sell, forecaster for NWS.
"There is a dismal water outlook,
I doubt we could recover," said
Felsch. talking about the rest of the
rainy season.
There are an average of three
nying to the end that he killed his
girlfriend and four of her relatives.
including her 4-year-old daughter,
in a jealous rage.
"Don’t give up on me. although
in life will he over tonight. because the one responsible is still
out there." said the .4 -year -old
Lowenfield after he was led into
the death chamber at the Louisiana

A1,11

-I

Daily staff photographer

early -morning rain shower

rainy days for April and two for May
that conclude the rainy season.
Felsch said.
In the meantime, students will
have a respite from the heat as
weather forecasters predict cool and
cloudy conditions to continue
through today. By Friday, tempera
lures will he wanner and student.
will he able to appreciate the sun.
State Penitentiary .
On Tuesday, his lawyer lost appeals to the Louisiana Supreme
Court. a federal district judge and
a federal appeals court.
It was the nation’s second execution this year and Louisiana’s
second. The state has put to death
17 murderers since it resumed executions in 1983.

( ) c) c)
9
C)

Priority Registration
Sgn-Lips
i

The American Express Card is a hit sunlit,
anYwhere you shop. from Los
lAnidon Abether mum n. buying hook,
.,
tickets or hruncli So during cullegv
its the perfect wat to pat for ant :11,.
everything you II w .11,1
Ikm to get
the Card now.
coilegt, is the tir,,
sign of success
because we believe in
potential, we re made it ea.sicr
students of this school to go
Amencan Express Canl
now - even without a
credit history So whether you n
underclassman. scull
grad student. hiok
mir automatic Apr
offers For details pick up,
application on campus
1 -801-THE CARD and ask h
student applicati,n,
The American Express Card
Don’t Leave School Without It

Admissions and Records will be signing up
students for the Fall 1988 CAR priority on
Thursday, April 21, 1988 at Walquist Library
South (in front of bell). The hours for signing
up will be 8:00 A.M.- 12:00 noon. Students
wanting to sign up will need to know their
class schedule for Fall 1988 in order to work
the Add/Drop Center.

Spartan Dail
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Bloom County

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar formation call 279-3603.
for SJSU student, faculty and staff
organizations. Items may be sub Chemistry: Seminar. 4:30 p.m. For
mitted on forms in the Daily office, information call 924-5000.
Dwight Bente! Hall Room 208, but Career Planning and Placement:
will not be accepted over the phone. Successful Co-op Students Report
The deadline for the next day’s Back. 2 p.m. S.U. Umunhum
Room. For information call 924paper is noon.
6033.
TODAY
Career Planning and Placement:
SJSU Vovinam Viet Vo Dao Club: Resume II. 1:30-3 p.m. S.U. CostaVietnamese Martial Art Practice noon Room. For information call
Session. 5:30-6:45 p.m. SPX 209. 924-6033.
For information call 292-4550.
Department of Math and ComRe-Entry Advisory: Drop-in Sup- puter Science: Speaker: Determinport group. 2-3:30 p.m. S.U. Pa- ing Areas of Lattice Polygons. 4
checo Room. For information call p.m. Duncan Hall 416. For informa924-5930.
tion call 924-5100.
Amnesty international: Meeting. 7 Pagan Religious Alliance: Orgap.m. Art Building 139. For informa- nized meeting. 8 p.m. S.U. Pacheco
tion call 277-8225.
Room. For information call 225Campus Democrats: Child care 5108.
forum with Anna Eshoo. 7:30 p.m. Psychology Department and Psi
A.S. Council Chambers. For infor- Chi: Spartan Psychological Associamation call 280-7225.
tion Meetings. 9:30 am. -noon.
Student Health Serivces: AIDS: DMH 339. For information call 924Crisis on Campus Seminar. 9 a.m. 5200.
S.U. Umunhum Room. For informa- Gay and Lesbian Alliance: Meettion call 924-6117.
ing. 4:30 p.m. S.U. Almaden
SJSU Cycling Club: Meeting. 7:30 Room. For information call 263p.m. S.U. Montalvo Room. For in- 2312.

University Theatre: Dance Theatre
’88. Runs through Saturday. 8 p.m.
,Call 924-4551 for information and
tickets.
Asian -American Festival: Career
Panel. 11:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m. S.0
Costanoan Room. For information
call 924-5750.
Asian-American Spring Festival:
Comedy Show. 8-10:30 pm. S.0
Loma Prieta Room. For information
call 924-5750.
DOTSA: Barheque fundraiser. I I
a.m.-2 p.m. Barbeque pit. For information call 277-8212.
BAHA I Club: Meeting. 6 p.m.
S.U. Montalvo Room. For information call 923-0718.
Physics Department: Seminar. 1
p.m. Science Building 258. For information call 924-5600.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
MARI MODELS for advanced tech
Close
Monday -Thursday -Friday
SAM Coll tor appt 279-9694
NEED

MEDICAL

INSURANCE?

W.

have plans with quality coserage
at offordabh prices Call Mark Filice. Washington National insurance. 14051 943.9190 for no obi’.
gallon quo.
STUDENT

DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN.
Enroll now! Soy. your tooth. eyo
and money too For information
and brochure see A S
call (408)371-61111

office or

WE DON’T HAVE THE ANSWERS, but
that’s OK We are
church community that values tho individual
search tor one’ own truth The
FIRST UNITARIAN CHURCH of
San Jose offer. cr.tiv sorvicos.
stimulating discussion.
opportunities for social action We are
local. at 160 N 3rd St Join us
Sundays at 1 1 000. call 292-3658

AUTOMOTIVE
45 35

MPG

hwy city.

am fm Cass Steno groat buy
$2,000 Call 226-0171

Cali

972.

’T7 HONDA CIVIC Rebuilt engine. now
parts. runs good 91150 ho Call
732-3331, moat sod
7$ CHEVY NOVA" Good condition
$1200 or best Milo Call 732-6438
’76 VW RABBIT for ealo Engine good.
Wring 5650 bo Call 279-2152.
must toll,
’71 BUG NEEDS SOME WORK. boot
overall good reliable car 5600,
2669252 10 moss for Pup

COMPUTERS
PC-COM PC-COM PC -COW," IBM AT XT compelled. and ...sone. Located ot 2515 S King
Rood

Cali 238-1038
off for SJSU with ID

Special 6%

PC er 2-3 5
OH..
touch
scream. MS DOS. Lotus SJ many
more $000 50 279-09021v msg

FOR SALE

Eon
FREE RENT

SALARY, Help Mal.
quadriplegic Line-in nice Sunny.
Oil. apt. Don at 730-1461

cadence

with

pasts-up etc
E235

design

lewd.
Call Linda at 964-

115 000466 000
8885. oxt 4250

Call

160216315

LANDSCAPING WRK 2-3 days oh
Flex hrs 575
pot day plus gaa
Must be clew cut wry W..able hon own truck w hitch Call
P.011415)964-2965 or 225-0581
LIFEGUARDS Seasonal A yds round
positions available now Salary
LOeguards.

55 50-56 4011,

managers

57 00-1840 In

Pod
Call

642-2470
LOOKING FOR LUNCH WAITRESS,’
Nobu s Japan.* Restaurant, 4th

Mln

PINK FLOYD TICKETS. I pair for
April 22 1986 Call Brion at 297.
1531
ROSES BOOKSHOP Is
bookstore specializing
history

current

oven. labor Black Amorkans.
Asion.Arnericons.
Chicanos
WrxIsm
Written by
women
Blacks Chicanos Aalan, labor
activists Morlists We also ha..
In English, Soviet torts in the &oriel sclonces You won’t Ilnd our
books

posters and records in
other stow in the valley in addition we have fiction and chit.
dren’a books Located at 950 S
First St , San Jo. (3 blks south of
#290) Call 294-2930 for hours

HELP WANTED
CAREER OPPORTUNITY with
Nowt Insurencie cornpany

We

wed reliable stab. PeoPlo infer
Wed In owning Owl, own bush
winmess We provid sales
now. training A guaranteed
Income when qualified Call Dodd
ochor or Dick Adorns at 371.
41503

OT. PT. RN or 771$11 50 hr to help disabled grad or hoafth core AM’s
TM, SS MWF 356-2716

available inwedlatNy

IS-Ill,,.

Northern California Noronha.. 14151
949-2933

porary Sorvkes. 964-1340 for diet..
Typists.
secretaries
receptionists
clefts

!Worms,

TIN

PERM PART TIME $5 1511, SC SVL
31 32 hrs Sun-Thors
SPM
Call Y.: Paull. 263-5911

ting your lime Coil 924.1 1 29
OFFICE CLERK NEEDED for nights
FleIbN hours
sod wilrend
For more Into call Roswell Furth
tura al 435 1344 ash for Jon.
COUNSELORS, Group how for autistic children Varled hours and
shifts 00es1 E.p for psychO related soc wake WWI Call U.
P.5-5.1 377.1494

rbw. onthudastic
looking for
work., to din our tow Apply M
2831 Moridlon An., or call 265
713010, appointment

READER DRIVER, Salary negotlablo
For mor Information call Carl.
Maryat 9841750
RED EYE Is looking for assistant man.
rigors full timo 5 part time in our
local Mores We II wort around
school schodules but must have 2
mornings week opening avail
obllity. non-smokers interested

SALES PT FT financial Novices Ex
ceiNnt opportunity Send neut.
to PO Box S3347. S J 95153
SECURITY
OFFICERS PROCESS
SERVERS" FT PT socurity offl.
cars. oil shifts FT PT venIng
process servers Ws will trIn
Apply In person Mon-FH SAMS J 29k.

5060
SECURITY RECEPTION MI shifts hot
115-86 It, to Mart Full borveltto no
e xporlence nO.4.0 Apply VAN
GUARD SECURITY, 3212 Scott
Blvd hetween 01cott 1, San Tomes Santa Clare Cal 727-9793
SHIPPING RECEIVING CLERK opening al Varian drags Tube Division
%wok. 2 yrs ovoids.. in
Owe ship rec or egolv dos
ability told 50
fork lift 080118.
call and California driver’ IIc.nSa Wet boll S citizen Call

SUMMER

START

JOBS

Looking for

work eeporvonce

se,

that will do more than just pay
Lawn buIness skills WIN work
log awing. and or week..
call MITCH 524.11291.9 PM

TODAY 723-5360

PERSONNEL

FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOL
ARS" Intl businesses end loves tors se. radon Wk... with
knowleekm of economic busln.s scientific. and
poillkal conditions in home coon
11,51

hand

try for consulting aselsisoce For
into, lewd resume 10 BCS

salary plus bonus Call
Many Diamond, Shearson Lehman Hutton .1 947-2250

THEATRE ATTENDANT needed Flexl.
the hours. FREE movies Wesk
day afternoons A eves Century
25th.

1604

Saratoga Ave .

Son

Jose
TIE UP THOSE low iends, Earn mrtra
SS as inventory coon... All pullers, or stock clerks on short torm
assignments N DW E Call 00 .1
Tailor. Inventory 7440240 Mon.
day through Friday
TRAINING SPECIALIST Direct care
staff needed lot rook:W.1 1.111.
tie. for adolescents and you.
adults with autism II ’Mated 01.abd.. FT PT positions available
early weekday mornings. afternoons. weekend., 8 ovornIght
shifts $11-97 25 hr Call for well.
cations

informed. 374-6224

TUTOR NEEDED, Moth 71
$5 hr DESPERATE,
Mich... at 277-8182

Will pay

Plea. call

shift. graveyard lk weekend shift
IF S,S,M) RAM to 7 30 PM) PhysIce. electronic or mech. II
oriontatIon and US citizen reCall

415-493-1800.

rext

WEEKENDS-18.

TEACHERS PRESCHCCH

TELEMARKETING" Appointment sel.
5200 WK POSSIflog Part
BLE, DAILY CASH Wolaing di.
lance horn campus Ws-noon
evonlrig shift. avollable Good
yoke A warthellty Coll Wry el

to Mort Outdoor
tads Lawn .rotion and 1e01111.

AFFORDABLE 2 BEDROOM, 110TH"
Carport, walk to compd.. no pals.
11494-mo Coll 224-3939216-4140

API TO SUBLET, Largo 1 bdrm Victohan ocr.. inn SJSU
Fully
trnshd
3-4 ode In sumo.,
5355 rolo
can tor FAT CAT, caN
571.7478, perfect for dorm std.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS I bedroom, 1
both oft str.t porking 5475 Call
224.3939 286.8840.

licensed

by th leading Wig... Super
thin Nn. tor high power Re
Open 7 days
wook Insurencle

,r
’
I FILED MY
WHAT
I’M OUSTDID I
GOING TO , TAXES, I
OUT THE
TPOK
<
GET
RAGE’
CAT- WHAT
To DO? SOMETHING
DID I FORGET?
AT MY HOME
M4HI
0
MuL i
% ’0.-,
Ittt 1)--

Spanfith & Chine.
Math

probliems
solved. tutoring by ohone al any
WM Sessions 1 4 to 1 hour Call

PHOTOGRAPHIC MEMORIES, Lot ow
capture your wedding rnernorNs
with quality photos for less" Bud-

WANTED

to

Cell Bill Rob Jon .1 270-4016

NEW CONDO TO SHARE ’!", 2 &Sm. 2
batic do.. to Son Jose State Femake, $315 mo
les oftiftles
Call 259.9071 otter 6 PM
for rant nr

remorse

security dopoelt Car.

port. walk to campus. 2794075
$2004 GETS YOU horn Mot no gain
rent I into your own mobile
how Ernie 371.1164249-5100

PERSONALS
UNELECTROLYSIS
CLINIC".
WANTED HAIR removed forever
335

Michael Sherman

-174INK

5c

BARS AREN

CAFAELE
CF RAYINth
1056641t. .

PROFESSIONAL

DISC JOCKEY by
Doak. Michel, harmony of KSJS
You’ve got tha pony we’ve got

the

music, Mkhol Productions
provides wide verNty of musk
for your wedding, party or dance
al revasonablo rates Call Desiree
or Phil at 246-2920 or 922-7359
RESEARCH SERVICES
Acodernic thesis
asistance
Ghostwriting All subjects Qualified writers Read.. R.-writ.
log Catalog Berveley (415) 641.
5036
YOUR

S

Redwood

Wanda Folk

Laugh Lines
Boy it

WEDDING

PHOTOGRAPHED

by
profossio.l. high quality.
budget price free information
Call 3717511 es* for SJSU discount

TYPING

406 TOUGH COEWIAICING
THE C ALL REC. HALL COMMTIEE TO
11447 SELLING COOKIES WAS A
GOOD INAV 70 RAISE MONEY, IFS
IMPORTANT FOR A COMMUNIN
ro SuelTORT PROJECTS LIKE
S.
THP5E,
V
01
V-il’alk

...,,,.

(Cp
(SCRAM KID’ TI41
SIGN SAYS
\......,NO SOUOTNG .’

HI SAW WOAD
YOU UKE TO

I

GREEDY
MuNCHKITH

4

ERN softie

--------/-

GIRL SCOUT
COOKIES?

Cs;

21---Ir

look and BE WO beet in no lane
at all, Hrly rates Student die.
count
P -U a deliwy
Avail
wands and owning* Con Linde

a

cHEAPSSATE
SEWER

MP

31.. 1111 Ili it .%

f...WM RV. Al 90 words
minute, Icon make all your papers

ll

:

..

a.

,.....

Ali

21145161
AAAA ACCURACY,

ACHIEVEMENT.

ACCOUNTABILITY,
ACKNOWL
EDGEABLE in typing that’s tops
Trust TONY, 2964067 Plonks
II 50 pre page double sp..
Available seven days woody
Quick turnaround All work guar
anteecl Thanks

ABSOLUTELY ACCURATE ACCOM
PLISHED Typist Spociallzing in
all ocadernic typing Including

Confklontial

..
,

,

Skibblefritz

get and 0110.1. packages from
1299 You kw thre navel.. Call
Cherte at 274-8099

Chown or Susan

1550 mo

5
i
i
I

.

let
;’..) b

, ..glr
-elipl
...L
-.....--....

*
t

.

(4151796-8497

A 4.1 SECRETARY. with compd..
Close to school Avsliablo night

2 BORN apt

.

illi

’9

,i.
........., -.

now!" 405 E Santa Cis. St al
911h, call 995-0458 We speak Vie-

MATH-PHONE

BAHH 11 (I HATE CHAIN
3..IST
LETTERS, F I
ANYTHING A BUNO1
FIND THE loci
Goo,
OF BUS
WI.* sew -Nis,
AND A
I’LL lit iN6 HIS
STVPID
NECK’
CHAIN
LETTER’

I.

and Medical aro warmly welcomed SJSU students 6 staff always have Ur. off Call for ’pot

shar bedroom in 2 bdon th
Pool laundry now furniture car
pets nd lila $200 per month.
$100 doposk Move In May 1 or
sooner Call 2794850 ask for

and day Rush dbs are my spot,
Coll Pam st 14061 225Silty
5025 225-9009

APA format, term paws, thew.
rsumea A cow tenors I look
forward to serving your typing
neede this semoster
30 m
5 00 pm

Hrty rot.
Jana 251

5942
ABSTRACT WE’RE NOT.I.fterr quelity
accuracy guaranteed Academic
typing our speciality Froe proofing disk storage
Rossonablo
Ws r. fest dependoble grammar.
wit. college grads So cell us
with paper. reports Woes (espec lolly . lewd etc at 251.0449
ACADEMIC

TYPING WORD PROCE
spa
RESSING Thirsts work

chitty El...ore coon., Group
tandard A ml.
papers welcome
Fr.
tronscription
died Wow and odorous STUDENT DISCOUNT 17 years

Classified
nonce Call Chrystal at 923-6461
APA FORMAT, form paw. thesis
comod 10 years typing word pro...do experionce LOW quality
printing Very compelltive rates
discount with
Student. receive
ID At.. Data -281-4982 ask for
Tema
CALL LINDA TODAY" Avoid thre rush’
Reser,et now for your term pa
pone group ord.?. thws. etc
Proteernonal word procosoIng,
hoe dish storage Quick return, all
wort guitrantaed

Caswells van
Alnladen.
available

scription
Branharn area

7 days week Call

26-4-4504
DO YOURSELF A FAVOR, Toke s4.
ventage 01 00, doer.. Top secretarial service 10t ell your WORD
processing needs OrophIcs lert.
reports, re.
tors. manuscripts
w ows term wars. theses We
also provide desk stomp., editing,
grammar and spell checking.
PS LAW printing, or printing
from your disk Special discount
for

faculty

atudenis

and

Call

PrInty’s WORDWORKS at (4011
253-WORD 01253-WORK
ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING
Thesis specialist. Also term papers

manuscripts

ecromplays.

Btudents Al work guaranteed
Specializing In word wheel and
word Call PJ at 923-2309

repaid,. letters. Iran
Free SPELCHEK. copy
Wit, disc storage Quick horn.
around Santa Cl.,. Call 24E5825
necroses
scription

LUCID EDITORIAL SERVICE Typing
writing a...anve editing typing
of reports theses etc
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Bike: Engineering creates new design
From page!
Fairing is the shell that is attached to
the bicycle frame and surrounds the
rider. Although recumbent bicycles
(bicycles that seat the rider in a reclined position) are already faster
than conventional bikes, the fairing
makes the HPV more aerodynamic
for competition.
"(Yoshida) did an exceptional job
with his performance on the bike,"
Sawyer said.
"I think we did very well." said
Donald Myronuk, the HPV team’s
faculty adviser and a professor in the
ME department. "The people who
beat us had been practicing and
training six months before the competition," he said.
Although the official results of the
competition haven’t arrived yet.
Myronuk. Li and Sawyer provided
the unofficial results.
Yoshida took between fifth and
seventh place in the 20-mile road
race and seventh in the sprint.
The rules and sprint track were
’.,pecial to the Daily sanctioned by the International
Donald
Human Powered Vehicle AssociaKevin Sawyer, an SJSU graduate student, with "To Rode," the hike that took filth place
tion (IHPVA).
In the road race Yoshida crashed
during the first lap. Because he was
encased in the fairing he was unable
to help himself up. While spectators
assisted him, they accidentally bent
the windshield, completely impairing his vision. Brindos said.
In the sprint. the top 10 were
within 3 mph of each other, he said.
Myronuk said the coarseness of
’Speaking Out.’’ In it. he says he attributed words spo- the sprint track .and the warm
ken by Secretary of State George P. Shultz to the presi- weather could have slowed the riders
Former presidential press dent on one occasion. On another, he says, he credited down.
W ASHINGTON IAP)
an aide made up.
In the women’s 10-mile road race.
secretaries say they’re astonished that former White the president with remarks that he and
Reedy. now Nieman professor of journalism at Mar- Angie Niles. an SJSU graduate stuHouse spokesman Larry Speakes would attribute faked
said in a telephone in- dent in physics. took first.
quotations to President Reagan. and at least one wants to quette University in Milwaukee,
terview. "It bothers me very much that the president
"Niles got way out in front in the
know why Reagan did nothing about it.
and put words beginning . . . and won it. by a
’The thing that bothers me is not so much that Larry would allow somebody to come through
lot," Li said.
Speakes did it, hut that a president would let him get in his mouth."
Reedy said the misattributed Shultz remarks, which
Although Niles’ time in the sprint
away with it." said George Reedy. one of President
followed the shooting down of a Korean Air Lines pas- race was slower than Yoshida’s. she
Johnson’s press secretaries.
"A presidential quote has to be a presidential quote: senger plane in 1983. and the made-up quotations, attribif not, it is historically ins alid." said Ron Ziegler. who uted to Reagan at the Geneva summit in 1985. "are
fairly harmless, hut that’s not the point."
was press secretary to President Nixon.
"Suppose those words got the United States emthink it’s inexcusable to put quotes in the mouth of
the president that he didn’t say." said Ron Nessen. [’res- broiled in some real crisis of some sort," he said. "It’s
one
thing if the president makes a mistake and gets the
ident Ford’s second press secretary.
From page I
The current presidential spokesman. Marlin Fitzwa- nation in a crisis, but to have a statement drawn up by a
One benefit is meeting inon
it
to
get
stamped
president’s
name
the
technician
with
ter. said Tuesday the furor over Speakes’ revelations
fluential people. Rotaract is an
is
too
much."
crisis
us
into
a
demonstrates "why it’s wrong. why he shouldn’t have
arm of Rotary Clubs, a commuZiegler said. [-.s cry time I quoted President Nixon
done it, and why I won’t do it."
nity service organization whose
in
direct
quotes,
that
he
said
something
to
someone
else.
cc
as
upset
to
learn
of
Speakes’
He said the president
members join by invitation
admission and "does not approce of making up he said it. My position is a presidential quote must be a
only. Rotary Club members are
presidential quote and they cannot he manufactured."
"
statements or of misleading in any cs
"the top of their field." WestGerald ter Horst, who preceded Nessen as Ford’s
Speakes. howecer. said in an inters kw Tuesday that
enskow said.
he told the president at the time what he had done and press secretary. said, "One does not manufacture events
"Meeting those people can
and then portray them as something that happened, if in
Reagan "never objected.’
help you further down the
Speakes clic, asses the false quotations in his hook fact it didn’t."
line. he said.
Rotaract was begun in 1968
by Rotary members who liked
the idea of a club for younger
people. Today there are more
F
page I
than 5,0(K) Rotoract Clubs in
work.
What
are
the
may
place they
105 countries. Members range
ramifications of my job and the
from age 18 to 28.
product. whatever it might he. of the
The SJSU chapter. begun
place I am employed at?" McLenlast semester, is the only northnan asked.
ern California Rotoract chapLast sear, graduating seniors at
ter. A majority of its 25 to 30
Humboldt State had the option of
members are SJSU students.
Michael
McLennan,
signing the resolution at the comhut this is not a requirement for
A.S. president
mencement ceremonies after receivmembership. Westenskow said.
ing their diplomas
Speisorships are still availAlthough the resolution is not le- signcd itic icsolution she !night not table. so I would have no problem
able through any Rotaract
through on what the signing it." Kerby said. Kerby
gally binding. Allison Webber. Cali- billow
member. Those interested may
fornia State student representative statement calls for.
works on the design and develcontact Westenskow at 920"I
know
people
Base.
are
concerned
from Humboldt State. claims the
opment of the Trident Missile
2916.
message the students are sending is about the environmental impact of
The idea has not been formally inany joh they take. hut I also realize troduced to the students at SJSU.
clear
"This statement is a response to that these same people want a good McLennan is working with the A.S.
the public perception of college stu- job. I don’t think I would sign it be- to solicit a response from the admindents. The general public feels that cause I wouldn’t adhere to the exact istration and the student body before
we are only concerned with making letter of it." Murphy said.
pushing ahead with the idea.
Civil engineering major Greg Chances are the response will not he
a buck. Webber said "les a personal way to increase awareness, Daiker agrees.
as great as at Humboldt State.
"I’m already employed with my though.
and change a miscimcept
According to Webber, the student brother in our construction and deSJSU. unlike Humboldt State, is
response at Humboldt State has been velopment company. Environmen- in a metropolis where the lure of
great.
in
tact,
that
she
tally.
some
of
the
things
we build high -dollar salaries is often overgreat So
Th,’
SACRAMENTO
urged other student representatives would not agree with everybody. so whelming in the face of the social
Senate Election Committee Wednes
at the recent (’SSA meeting in Dom- I wouldn’t sign it. he said.
and environmental impact.
day flatly rejected a bill that would
William Kerby, a graduating seinguez Hills to take the idea back to
Since the resolution is not legally
allow Californians to register and
their cams- ..ses and get student re- nior majoring in civil engineering binding and signing it is a personal
vote on the same day, despite assur
sponses.
and an employee of a local defense and not a public act. it will be hard to
ances that such systems had not lead
SJSU’s response has not been as firm, claims it is an issue of percep- tell what kind of impact the resolu- to
widespread fraud in other states.
tion.
enthusiastic, so far.
tion may have if introduced.
"It’s fraud incorporated," Sen
"I don’t perceive my job as being
The issue must he decided within
Calleen Murphy, a senior majorH.L.
Richardson,
R -Glendora.
ing in microbiology. feels if she socially or environmentally unaccep- each one of us. graduating or not.
charged before the measure went
down to defeat on a 1-4 vote.
"Why gegister at all? Why not
vote?’’ asked another oppone,,,
Sen. Jim Ellis, R -San Diego.
poke report.. Iiii)es tried lo enlorce sestigated the scuffle. Neither man
A
SAN IRA’. ( 15C0 (API
The measure, designed to bolsi,
banning TV viewing wanted to file a criminal complaint, sagging voter turnout, would
fistfighi between two firefighters a station
that reportedly began in a dispute before I I a.m. and turned oft a set he said.
people to register to vote and the,
oser !decision viewing is under in- Arias was watching. Arias protested
Fire Chief Michael Farrell said vote on the day of a gene!,
vestigation and a union spokesman and a fight broke out.
Wednesday that no action has been statewide election.
said the altercation may base been
"It looks like it was a mutual taken against either firefighter. He
Under current law, voters must Ix
racially mot is ated
registered at least 28 days before an
combat situation." said Sgt. Roger said he had no further comment until
v.ho
initiated
the
"The firefighter
I.iljedah. whose Potrero Station in- the investigation is finished.
election to cast ballots.
fight has said he would shun black
firefighters and has made other comments in the past. said Robert
president of the San
Carlsberg Breweres Copenhogen, Denmork
DernMIPM.
Francisco Black Firefighters Union.
"We’re still trying to piece it together."
The Tuesday night incident is the
latest in a string of events in recent
years that have cast a cloud over racial relations in the 1.345-memher,
83 percent white department that has
been ordered by a consent decree to
boost minority hires to 40 percent
and women hires to 10 percent.
The fight broke out at Station 17
in the Hunters Point neighborhood.
Firefighter Edward Arias. 36. cut his
left wrist while acting Li. Melvin
Hayes. 37. fractured his wrist. Both
nien were taken to Saint Francis Memorial Hospital for treatment and released.
The San Francisco Examiner reported Wednesday that, according to

still set a world record in the women’s 600-meter run-up with a 200
meter run-through sprint race. Niles
traveled at speeds of just over 40
mph and Yoshida about 43 mph. The
winning speed for the day was approximately 45 mph. Last year, in
the unsanctioned race in Reno, Nevada. Niles went 47 mph.
University of California at Davis
won the overall competition.
"I think it went well anyway," Li
said, despite all the problems. "I’m
not disappointed."
Brindos agrees. "Everybody had
a better time this year (than last),"
he said. "Davis did an excellent job.
"Last year, because of a gray area
ruling, we were put down (to second
place)," Brindos said. This put a
shadow over the awards ceremony
because California State University

at Chico knew they didn’t really
win, he said.
In 1986. SJSU won the overall
competition at Chico State with their
HPV. "Dr. Gonzo."
In the next two or three months
Sawyer is expecting a patent to go
through on SJSU’s bicycle, which he
designed.
Myronuk describes the bicycle
and the front wheel hub (which usesKingpin steering) as "the best engineered machine" in the competition.
Sawyer modestly said that "Ti)
Rude" was not necessarily the best
engineered machine at the race. but
had "the most unique design."
This August the students will be
involved in an IHPVA competition
in Southern California. There. Li
said, they hope to improve Niles’ record .
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Question: Senior being asked to decide

’Signing a resolution like this is just a step
to get individuals thinking about the social
implications of any place they may work.’
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